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PlllLATE'LIC AUTOBIOGRAPHY
By Dr. W. BY AM, R.D.P . ; F.R .P.S . Land.

I first became interested in postage stamps at the age of seven and
I find it hard to say whether I was more enthusiastic about them then
or am now, at the age of seventy-four. The first stamp I acquired and
treasured, given me by a contemporary boy friend, bore the portrait
of Rivadavia and hailed from the Argentine. It remained with me
till I presented it and my accumulation of philatelic material to the
Star and Garter Home for disabled warriors when I started work as a
serious student of stamps. I still think of it as the foundation stone
on which my present collection was built. On such minor happenings,
as the making of this gift to me when I was first learning to read, are
the habits of a lifetime often formed.
The next milestone of my philatelic journey was the presentation
of a Senf album by a young woman attempting to ingratiate herself
with my bachelor uncle. In it my few stamps were firmly secured by
means of paste, under the direction of my father, who obviously had
no faith in the honesty of my philatelic associates ! I wonder if many
of them were retrieved by the inmates of the Star and Garter Home.
At the age of ten I received from a cousin of my father the largest
sum of money I had ever possessed-ten shillings-the whole of which
sum I straight way invested in a single volume Imperial album, obtained from Stanley Gibbons whose shop in London immediately
became the Mecca of my dreams-a fact which led me into serious
trouble with my father when he took me for my first visit to that City.
Anxious to show me the historic sights, my father, hoping I would say
"The Tower," asked what I would most like to see and was considerably mystified when I replied "The Strand" . Anyhow we duly made
our way to the centre of the "Stamp World" and never will I forget the
explosion which occurred when we reached the shop window of my
dreams-my father at the time was a senior soldier, in command of a
District in the north of England, with no desire to differentiate between a postage stamp and any other adhesive label. This true he had
retained a few mint blocks of the early De La Rue printings for India
when he returned from service in that country, by chance and not
because he valued them. I can still see those blocks, with full gum,
in their beautiful colours and well I remember the pleasure it gave me
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to break them up and distribute the individual stamps among my boy
friends.
From then on my collecting activities were largely determined by
the state of my health. I suffered severely in the influenza outbreak
of 1890 and the attention I received from the members of my profession-to-be was so unskilful that I was dogged by the results of their
activities for the ens uing twenty years. At times stamps were my
only possible recreation but often I had no surplL1s energy for recreation 'Nhen the necessary toils of t h e day were done. During the seven
years of my medical trai·n ing, philately was completely ousted by the
enjoyment I experienced when guided for the first time by competent
and sympathetic teachers .
I was sent abroad, to Egypt, in 1906 and I shall always regret that
my interest in t he country, the people and the remains of its great
historic past, combined with t h e fascination of a field of medicine
hitherto known to me only in abstract, made me forget all about stamps
except while travelling to oth er parts of the world when on leave of
absence. At su ch times I always bought t h e stamps current in the post
offices of the countries I visited-I actually acquired a copy of the
rare ten shilling Malta "at face", the stamps of all the foreign post
offices in Constantinople and my stamps of Canada which now would
be of interest and value had the whole philatelic proceeds of my travels
not been reduced to pulp dming a rain storm as I travelled along the
banks of the river Atbara to Kassala, by camel, in 1910.
The heat of the Sudan converted mint stamps of the country into
unattractive crumpled masses of paper and , unfortunately, they and
the many desirable official covers which must have passed t hrough my
ha'nds while I served in th e Egyptian Army went unheeded and uncared for, thou gh I admit my multifariou s duties left no time for
amusement or even exercise.
After the First World War, during t11ree years of which I served
with the New Zealand Force and also visited Ceylon-all without
philatelic profit-I started to work in London as a civilian, competing
for my livelihood in the area where life had always to be lived at
"cO'ncert pitch" if the wolf were to be kept from th e door. My efforts,
however, by gaining me success, were directly th e cause of my return
to my albums. By 1924 I was so overworked that I promptly fell
asleep when my day 's toil ended at 10.00 p.m., but as it was usually
near midnight when I found my way from my arm chair to my bed
I then lay down sufficiently refresl1ed for my t houghts to revert to
the happenings of the day and the adv ice I had tendered during t he
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many difficult and often prolonged co·nsultations. It became obvious
that I must acquire additional occupation if I were not to become little
more than a machine. What I did as an amusement would have to be
undertaken after the day's work was done, be of a nature to keep m e
awake and not be laborious. My long suffering wife and I debated the
various possibilities. Stamps won the day. They would call for no
strenuous physical effort, they would employ my hands as well as my
mind and so should keep me awake long enough each evening to provide me with thoughts unconnected with my work, when I tumbled
in between the sheets. The question arose, "How shall I start ?" In
those days many officers disabled i'n the war w ere unemployed and
adrift , disillusioned and unhappy-would one of them be willing to
accept the post of philatelic tutor ? I inserted an appeal for h elp ir:
the "Agony Column" of The Times-to which I r eceived eighteen r eplies
by r eturn of post. A retired Naval Paymaster, a banker, the son of
a famous orchestra conductor, and sundry others all professed a desire
to start me on the right road. Not one agreed to accept remuneration,
except in the form of stamps for his own collection-most outlined
th eir special philatelic interests and made passing reference to their
physical disabilities. In the end I chose a captain, the son of a parson
in Norfolk, disabled at the siege of Kut-influenced in great part by
the neatness of his handwriting, which led me to suppose h e would be
deft in the handling of small obj ects and precise in his methods. He
arrived full of enthusiasm and a desire to enter the shops of stamp
dealers, instead of merely gazing in their windows, which had been
his main occupation since h e had been invalided from the Army.
The first shock I received was when my tutor informed me I should
have neither the time nor the money to collect the stamps of all the
world. The next, when h e took me to a meeting of the Heartfordshire
Philatelic Society (the H erts ) and I spent an hour listening to Colonel
Napier airing his views on how the stamps of the first issue of Persia
had been produced. Not till then did I realise t hat my leisure, as I
liked to call it, was to be spent studying the methods by which postage
stamps were printed and not in finding the appropriate space on an
album page in which to house a treasure.
My education progressed-I learnt Lincoln and Gibbons were not,
as I fondly imagi·ned, th e only stamp dealers in London ; that there
were such things as Stamp Societies, auctioneers, and extensive collections to be seen in museums and, above all, good fellowship, offered by
the very varied host of devotees to the hobby I had selected.
My tutor decided I would collect the stamps of the countries of
which I had experience a·nd we drew up a list of fourteen, for a modest
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start ! These naturally included Sudan, Egypt, Malta, Cyprus, Turkey
and the first pun:hase we made was a set of the current issue of Palestine. It was not long before Ionian Islands were discarded, as we had
not the knowledge to avoid forged cancellations. Bulgaria, where I
had served with the British Red Cross during the First Balkan War,
soon followed suit, as also did Palestine and Turkey. The next to go
was Cyprus. Malta occupied my attention for some time and the
eventual disposal of this collection at auction, taught me a lot. I lost
money on most of the modern stamps, the market value of which is
almost always subject to fluctuation, but the early material, such as
the yellow half-penny stamps on cover, sold at a profit sufficient to
neutralise my losses .
My attention at this time was mainly focussed on Sudan. I built
up a small collection of non-philatelic literature, such as Royle's "Egyptian Campaigns" and "The River War" by Winston Churchill, to assist
me frame a picture of the early postal history of the country. An old
friend, Douglas Thomson, found , in the files of an Arab merchant of
Sawakin, an accumulation of Egyptian and Indian stamps used in the
Sudan before the fall of Khartoum. This, which was subsequently
stolen from me, formed the basis of a display I took to New York in
1926. By then I had acquired a fairly complete series of the adhesives
in use since the recapture of the country from the Dervishes, with many
complete panes of the Egyptian stamps specially overprinted in Cairo,
including the three highest values, which enabled me to demonstrate
th settings of the overprints. This was my first experience of an International Exhibition and also of the great city. I was gratified to
receive the highest award offered for the class in which my collection
was shown and thoroughly enjoyed the lavish hospitality of our American hosts together with my old friend and colleague of Sudan daysR. J. C. Thompson-who generously spent most of his time at the
Exhibition searching the dealers' stocks for items to add to my collection.
This New York Exhibition lead me to write my first paper, read
before the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain at London in 1928.
The title I chose was "As a recruit sees philately" which gave me an
opportunity to comment on the collectors I had m et since 1924 and I
caused some eyebrows to be raised when I alluded to amateur dealers
"having greed in their eyes and, not infrequently, rubbi sh in their
pockets". I also dealt at some length with the exhibits I had studied
at New York, pointing out how very inadequately many of them were
written up for any but viewers with advanced knowledge-many of
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the gems displayed were wasted on a · beginner like myself, though
they were, no doubt, appreciated by members of the jury. I pointed
out, in my paper, that such exhibits did nothing to encourage or help
the beginner and, no doubt, often repelled t he would-be recruit to our
hobby. My subsequent papers for Congress were r ead at Cambridge
in 1938, when I dealt in detail with the "Organisation of a Study
Circle", as exemplified by t h e Egypt Study Circle which I formed, with
Andrew Mackenzie-Low, in 1935, and at Brighton in 194fi when I read
"Future International Philatelic Exhibitions" in the hope of making
known my experiences at the several International Exhibitions I had
at.tend?d by then. Among the pleas I put forward was the request for
more seating for viewers who, frequ ently, were elderly. Difficult to
grant, I admit, because space in the display area is usually precious
but I still maintain that fewer frames and more comfort would result
in a greater appreciation of the collections on show, many of which
are barely looked at by any but th e members of the jury. If only we
could induce the own ers of collections to sta nd by them for a short
space of time each day and talk to those who gaze at the exhibits in
mystification 1 feel su re they would be giving pleasure to many and
worth-while instruction to a few.
The value of these big International Exhibitions is often called
in question but, for my part, I can assert with confidence that had
I notr· been a frequent competitor I would n ever h ave a rranged a nd
mounted my collection properly and it is not till a collection is thus
dealt with that the own er realises the many blanks in his knowledge
and the items he lacks, a·n d is thereby stimulated to further study, to
research and the pleasurable quest for the missing link. Competitive
Exhibitions not only do much to k eep alive our great hobby but they
bring together people of many n ations who become friends and thus
they make a small contribution to t h e peace we all so ardently desire.
I have happy memories of my visits to New York in 1926 and
1947, to Berlin in 1930, Paris in 1937, Prague in 1938, Copenhagen in
1947', Madrid in 1950, Lisbon in 1953 and Stockholm in 1955. In addition I comp<i.t ed at Antwerp, Hamburg, Monaco, Vienna and Strasburg.
It was at this last place I won my first gold. medal, unhappily no
longer with me as it disappeared, together with many of my other
philatelic medals and trophies, while Guernsey was in Germa·n occupation during World War II. The medal, the loss of which I regretted
most, was the Tapling, of the Royal Philatelic Society, London, which
I gained in 1930 for my paper on the F irst Issu e of Egypt. Owing to
the generosity of the Society I was presented with a duplicate when
my loss became known.
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-By 1929, when I disposed of my Sudan collection, I had decided
to leave all e l~e alo·n e and concentrate on Egypt, a decision I have never
r egretted. I have, nevert heless, built up a small collection of retouched
stamps of all countries, as a substitute for a general collection and as
a means of keeping up an inte rest in the doings of as many of my philatelic fri ends as possible.
The study of th e stamps and postal history of Egypt offers almost
all an ardent student could desire. The one blank, in an otherwise
perfect picture, is the absence of adhesives printed by the line-engraved
process.. Think, however, of the many aspects from which philatelic
Egypt .can be approached. The printing of t he early adhesives offers
entirely different problems with each issue. The stamps of 1866 had
been completely misunderstood till I proved there was method in the
seeming · madness of the lithographer in Italy who prepared them. My
paper on the 20 para stampof 1866, which gained for me the Waterhouse Cup of the Herts. Phil. Soc., was . published in the Philatelic
Journal of Great Britain. Since then Ibrahim Chaftar has unearthed
postal archives which confirm my writings and explain why Pellas
Brothers acted as they did. These r esearches have added much to the
pleasure of my studies and have brought Chaftar and me · together as
close fri ends and enabled me to justify his election to the Roll of
Distinguish ed Philatelists in 1950. t he year of our great Exhibition in
London when we made a belated attempt to celebrate the centenary
of our fa mous Penny Black, issued in May 1840. This was the year
of all years when it was most an honour to be elected to the Roll,
which is sponsored by t he Philatelic Congress ·of Great Britain and at
the head of which appears the signature of our great philatelist King,
George V, who fo r many years before he came to the throne, served as
active President of the Royal Philatelic Society, London, and took the
chair. at our meetings. I had been honoured by election to t he Roll
in 1948 and since 1949 have served as a member of the Board of · Elect io'n to the Roll, having twice been re-elected to the Boa~d by the · vote
of the members of Congress in session. This du ty I still perform, with
five others, and am proud to have been t he instrumen ta l in drawing
attention to t he high standard of philatelic attainme nt achieved by
collectors in Egypt.
F or a time I served as a member of the Permanent Executive Committee of Congress but his post and my seat on the Council of the
Royal Philatelic Society, I resigned when I retired from active medical
practice in London and settled in Guernsey towards the end of 1947.
By then the Egypt Study Circle was fi r mly established a nd had held
fifty meetings at my house in Harley Street. Membership embraced
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collectors in Canada and the U.S.A. as well as in Egypt and Great
Britain. Much study was guided by correspondence; our findings
were systematically recorded in the Quarterly Circular, edited and' produced byour most capable and energetic Hon. Secretary and Treasurer
- F.S. Mumford- to whom the Circle owes much of its success. Mackenzie-Low had filled the post of Keeper of t he Philatelic Record since
the inception of the Circle and still builds u p the vast store of informa~
tio·n supplied by the nin ety collectors from many countries who have
joined our ranks. It was at the fiftieth m eeting of the Circle that I
received a most welcome gift from many of the members- a mounted
portrait head of the XVI IIth Dynasty of Egypt, accompanied by · a
letter of appreciation bearing the autographs of the donors . .
Since I left London, meetings of the Circle are held at the lfciuse
of th e Royal Philatelic Society, by invitation of the President, and 'four
times each year I leave my island home and journey to London to take
the chair at the Circle and participate in the often spirited discussiOns
by the members who now are among my most valued friends. John
Gilbert- a member of Council of the Royal-who has shouldered much
of foy burden and become my trusted deputy, during my absence in
Ethiopia, as Director of the Princess Tsehai Memorial Hospital, in 195 1
to 1952, directed the affairs of the Circle, as h e did again during 1953
when I paid a 'prolong·ed visit to t he West Indies. During t hat tour ' I
made the acquaintance of many local philatelists and gave talks a t
gatherings in Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados and St. Lucia. At these
meetings I learned how difficult it can be keep alive enthusiasm of
philatelists who all collect the same group of stamps and mainly fill
their albums with new issues as they appear, so that no one can exhibit
anything not already p·ossessed by those h e attempts to entertain. A
West Indian Philatelic Federation might h elp to restore active interest
and a competent executive should then be able to enlist help from the
philatelists who arrive as visitors from the four quarters of the globe
during the glorious winter season and who might well breathe new
life into an almost moribund philatelic commu nity, by bringing with
them stamps and ideas, if warned in advance that t hey would be welcome at the meetings of their brothers in philately.
Retirement to many suggests unlimited leisure, with plenty of
time for stamps, but this I have certainly not found to be the case.
I do, however, continue my studies and know there is still a great deal
to be found out, not ·o nly about the adhesives . produced by Egypt for
her own use but about the functions they performed and about the
many postal activities of foreigners, both in peace and war; t he doings
of the }french under Napoleon Bonaparte ; the development of the
rm~te through Egypt to the East by Waghorn and others; the six
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consular posts of France, Austria, Greece, Great Britain, Russia and
Italy-opened while Egypt formed part of the Turkish Empire, by
rights resulting from the Capitulations-; the private Courier Postal
Service devised by the Italians to ensure collection and delivery for
thes_e foreign consular mails ; the establishment by these same Italians
of the present system of posts in Egypt and by them also the opening
of postal offices and agencies in other parts of the Turkish Empire and
in the Sudan ; the great work of de L esseps in linking the seas of
Europe with those of Asia and beyond ; the wars of Arabi Pasha, Lords
Wolsley and Kitchener, Kaiser Wilhelm, Hitler ; and the advance into
Palestine: All these offer scope for much future research.
· We must hope the great work inaugurated by Zeheri and so ably
expanded by Ahmed Mazloum will by degrees deal adequately with
all these aspects of the postal doings of and in Egypt, to the discomfiture of the forger and for the encouragement of the members of the
constantly expanding organisation recognised so widely as the Societe
Philatelique d'Egypte. Being the first foreigner to be appointed a
Member of Honour, I feel specially called on to further the interests
of the Society in any way I can. My most recent success, at Fipex, in
New York, where I was awarded the special trophy for research, was,
in my opinion, evidence of the possibilities of Egypt as a field of philatelic endeavour. Let no one imagine it is a field finally explored.
I still take pleasure in the assemblies known as International Exhibitions. Last year I was in Stockholm for the celebration of the
cente·n ary of the first Swedish adhesive. I exhibited what I considered
the most comprehensive display of the stamps and postal history of
Egypt I had ever mounted, to be told by a distinguished juror from the
Iberian Peninsular that I failed for the first time in twenty-five years
to receive a gold medal because my exhibit was "obfuscated by postal
history". A sorry comment if our hobby is to continu e to flourish and
expand.
At the time of writing I am on my way to Helsinki, accompanied
by my devoted wife, who, though not a philatelist, aids and abets me
in my philatelic adventures, advising me on the arrangement of my
displays and making herself responsible for the mounting of my sheets
in the exhibition frames and their safety during the hurly-burly when
"the captains and the kings depart". To h er I offer an expression
of my gratitude and my thanks for her tolerance of what must appear
an obsession-my stamps.
Post-script (4th August 1956 ).- I have now returned
where I was awarded a gold medal and the prize
sented by Hans Fischer of Basle. From now, in
must' exhibit my collection of Egypt in the "Class

from Finland,
of honour preconsequence, 1
of Honour".
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EGYPT TlllRD ISSUE, 1872 AND

1874-75~;

By Dr. W. BYAM, O.B.E., F.R.P.S.L.

These stamps are probably t he least studied of all the early emissions of Egypt. Yet the design is the most truly artistic this country
has produced and the central view of the sphinx and great pyramid, in
its grouping and rugged aspect, gives a more faithful impression of the
originals than any seen on the more usually admired stamps (Plate I. 1).

* The nomenclature for these two printings hitherto employed is no longer
suitable. Most of the stamps i~su e d in 1872 were printeP. at the Government
Printing Office in Cairo and cannot therefore be entitled P en asson or Alexandria prints. This fact has been established by documents found by Ibrahim
Chaftar in the archives of the Post Office in Egypt.
This splendid article is published with kind permission of Dr. W. Byam,
who obtained consent from the R.P.S.L.
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Defective r eproduction, which makes difficult t he philatelic study of
detail, is largely responsible for this neglect but t he cold reception with
which the issue was gr eeted no doubt prejudiced collectors in the
'seventies and the bad name then given to the stamps has stuck to them
ever since. The first reference to them in English literature would
seem to be in The Stamp-Collector's Magazine for F ebruary 1872, where
we r ead "These stamps are lithographed and t h eir execution is very
poor, if we may judge from th e blurred specimens before us." In the
succeeding number of this Journal the execution is alluded to as "beneath criticism". The writer goes on to say "The paper is rough and
unsurfaced, and the inks employed are so thick that the entire ·design
is more or less blurred, and t h e first copies now before u s might be
supposed to have been obtained from worn-out ston es". This descriptio·n is of value as it supports the contentions about to be made. Also
helpful is the statement "as many varieties of this carelessly printed
set are likely to occur, we are anxious to put clearly on record the
exact tints of the first arrivals.
5 para-red-brown

2 piastr e--deep chrome yellow

10 para-bright mauve

21 piastre-purple

20 para-Prussian blue

5 piastre-emerald green".

1 piastre-rosy red
The inscription is alluded to as "most scampishly done .. . tho letters
being crowded one over another, and the letter T in the word POSTE
is represented by an inverted L ". This illuminating article finishes
with the gloomy forecast "A short life, if not a merry one, may be predicted for the new series".
In March 1872 The Philatelist also did its best to damn t h e stamps
by annou·n cing "For once th e philatelic writers seem in complete
accordance, uniting one and all in abuse of the new Egyptian issue.
And with good reason ; they are a very inferior semi-reproduction of
the superseded type".
Small wonder that th ese stamps remained under a cloud. J.B . Moens
in his Timbres d' Egypte (Bruxelles 1880) also stated that these stamps
were printed by lithography.
F . J . Melville in his handbook Egypt (London 1915) took a·n opposite view. "We should call special attention to the fact t h at the issue
of 1872 and subsequent editions in the same design were not produced
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by lithography as was formerly, a·nct is sometimes even now stated, but
by surface-printing".
Between the da te when Moens wrote and 1915 "remainders" wer e
sold for the first time by the Egyptian post office, and it is these stamps
which mainly have been studied in mint condition. They, no doubt,
comprised the later printings which therefore are the printings usually
represented by "blocks" in present-day collections. The following are
the ·n umber of stamps disposed of, as given in the "Memorandum of
Postage Stamps, Post Cards and Postage Due Stamps, no longer current
and offered for sale" on December 31, 1888, when the currency was
changed from para to milliemes.
"Third lssue: 5
10
20
1

para-56,070
para-68,850
para-14,250
piastre-17,8 10

2 piastre-21,830
2~ piastre-27,970
5 piastre-11,330."

There is no no te of how ma ny of the 5 and 10 para values were overprinted stamps of 1879, nor are the stamps distinguishable as 1872 or
1874 printings and. of course. no mention is made of the method by
which the stamps were produced.
For the past forty years the emphatic statement by so respected an
authority as Melville has abolished all discussion about the process by
which the third issue was printed, but when in 1944, I bega n seriously
to study t he issue in question, in collaboration with J. C. Besly, it
seemed wise to review the accepted opinions in a mood of philatelic
doubt. Could the early writers ha ve been -so -unobservant or unskilled
as to mistake su rface printing for lithography, was the first doubt
which entered our minds. Plate I, 2 is evidence that lithography was
under consideration when plans for this issue were being made. The
mint blocks, of all values, with which we were acquainted, were all
undoubtedly typographs : the design in colour had not infrequently
bitten deep into the paper, a nd the margins of many of the lines w ere
intensified by a heaping up of the ink. This latter characteristic is, in
our opinion, the esse·n tial which completes the recognition of a surfaceprinted stamp, as it is never seen , in typical form, on prints made by
any other process. W e understand that the technical term for this
forcing of the irik ou twards from u nder t he raised design on the printing surface is "squash''. We began, therefore, to search among the
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single copies, mind and used, which we possessed for specimens showing no evidence of "squash". The work started with the 20 para of
1872, this being the stamp of which I possessed the greatest amount of
material. Soon we discovered that the few copies bearing dates early
in 1872 resembled those anathematised in The Stamp-Collectors Magazine, of 1872. They are blurred and their execution might well be
described as "beneath criticism". They show no sign of being surfaceprinted and they have now been accepted as lithographs, by Sir John
Wilson, by John Easton, by the expert at the London School of Printing and by an authority whose opinion we all respect, our dear departed P . L. Pemberton. The colour of the stamps is a dull pale blue.
The Prussian blue stamps listed by the Stamp Collectors Magazine
as the earliest "tint" are mainly clearly printed and attractive in appeara'nce. Our u sed copies bear slightly later dates than the blurred
prints but are probably contemporary with them. They also are lithographs. Some copies are heavily inked, so that much detail of the
design is lost.
Lithographs in other shades of blue have been found used throughout 1872. Not till February of 1872 do typographed copies of the 20 para
begin to appear (earliest date February 8th, Ibrahim Chaftar collection). The lithographs we have seen carry dates from January 7', 1872,
to November 4, 1875, though the majority of legible dates, twenty in
all, are early in 1872. They are perforated both 13t and 12~. x 13t, by
single-line machines. The blocks of the typographed stamps known to
us do not show simple and compounds perforations together. So far
the o·n ly multiple pieces of the 20 para lithographs which have come to
light are one mint block of four (I. Chaftar) and three pairs and a strip
of three, all postally used. One of these is a vertical pair "imperforate
between", with waterm~rk inverted.
PLATE I. 1.-The Sphinx .a nd, on the right, the second Great Pyramid (of
Khafra) as seen when the stamps of this issue were designed.
PL A TE I. 2.-Essay by Penasson of Alexandria. The guide lines at t lu~ four ·
corners are typical of lithography and were to facilitate the alignment of transfers to the stone. In his design the inscription at the top is that seen on the
stamps of th'e previous issue (18·67).
PLATE II. 1.-The need for a 2 112 pt (2 piastre 20 para) stamp in th~
series arose from the terms of the Convention signed by Egypt and Austr ia
which became operative on July 23, 1868: this allowed mail to Austria to be
franked to destination by stamps of Egypt: the rate for single letters was
2 1/ 2 pt.
PLATE II. 2.-1874. 2 pt bisected for use at Gedda: the date stamp 1m'th
uear omitted, struck in bluei, is known only in April 1875; the marking shows
the two' characteristic defects, (i} flattening of the circle between the· words
"Paste" and " G edda", and, (it) break in circle under "Gedda"-these began to
be seen in 1873.
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PLATE Ill. 1.-1872. 2 pt. A white flaw joins the two dots tc> the line
above them at the left extremity of ithe uppermost inscription. This flaw is
constant on all 2 pt stamps of 1872 and must therefore have b een on the die.
PLATE III. 2.- 1874. 2 ,Pt. No flaw ·in the tap panel. It wo1lld seem likely
that the moulds for 1872 and 1874 were struck by sttbsidiary dies.
PLATE IV. 1.--:-1872.

5 pt.

The urpper outer frame line' at the N .W. corner

is split horizontally to a greater or less degree on all stamp s of th.is value: the
panel containing the numeral 5 at the N .E. corner is undamaged : there is a
white spot placed centrally beneath the white line under 5 at the N.E. corner.
PLATE IV. 2.-1874. 5 pt with white sport beneath the white line under 5
in N.E. corner, similar to prints o'f 1872. The upper frame line on the left is
not split. The decorated border proves this to be a stamp of 1874.
PLATE IV. 3.- 1872. 20 para. (i) Top row : four e,x amples of typical white
intrinsic flaws, resulting from defective plaster' of Paris moulds in which u-..~
stereos were cast; No. 2 is from the third vertical dolumn of the sheet. · No. 3 is
stamp -20 on the sh eet. (ii) Second row: strip of four showing both intrinsic
and e:ct r insfo flaws. Defective make'-ready (decoupage) is r esponsible for the
diffuse white area running horizontally across the strip. (iii) Third row: four
examples of extrinsic flaws, resulting from damage to the completery ste reos;
Nos. 1 and 2 are " make-ready flows ", cawsed by injitry to the ster eos while being arranged in the fonne by means of a m etal tool; Nos. 3 and 4 are " running
flaws", the result of rupture of the marginal line s of the design caused by
pressure of the roller during· the run, arr printing . (iv) Fourth row: four typographs which show constant intrinsic flaws (the two centre stamps show
extrinsic flaws in addition). (v) Fifth\ row: four lithograph s which show the
flaws illustrated in the fourth raw, in the same order, each with retouched
outer frame lines ( = four "married couples").
PLATE V . 1.- Die II. Used to produce .all the v alues other than 1 p·t. both
in 1872 and 1874- 75. Note how well the variOIJ.ls portions of this composite die
join together on the 10 paria stamps but not on the other values.
PLATE V. 2.- 1872. 20 vara . Lithograph : retouched under FOSTE and further to the left above the lower 01lter frame. linei is double and the white frame
line is narrowed.
PLATE VI. 1.- i872. 20 para. Lithograph in the Taplinp oollection . A stamp
from Stone A. corresponding to No. 200 on the tyvographed sh eet, which shows
the large white intrinsic flaw in the headdress of the Sphinx. Note the transve r se white streak, a silicon flaw, and the split b-ottom fram e line- th e former
identifies this as a lithograph, the latter are typioal of Stone A stamps.
PLATE VI . 2.- 1872 . 20 para. Litlvogravhs. Stone X. ('i) With P of POSTE
completed by retouching; (ii) With P of POSTE complete and a further retouch
above this to reduce the vertical white line to normal proportions. The upper
outer fram e l in e of th~ second stamp is markedly deformed as the result of
retouching.
PLATE VII. 1.- 1872. 5 para. Typograph showing extra line of colour outs"ide the design of the· stamp , on the left, c·a used by a metal " spacer" inserted
between the loose stereos, when they were assembled in the forme , having risen
out of place and taken ink from the roller. Not e that this extra line of colour
is longer than the vertical measurement of the design.
PLATE VII . 2.- 1872. 1 17iastra. Typograph. Th e top stamp is from Daughter D ie IA grooxp (b). Th e second and third are D aughter Die IB (First State);
fourth and fifth stamps are Die IB (Second State) .
PLATE VII. 3.- 1872 . 1 p iastra. Lithograph. The frame line at the S.W.
corner shows a pronoimced retouch. The stamp is from Daughter D ie A.
ing.

PLATE VII. 4.- 1872. 5 piastre. The only known tete - b eche in this printPreviously to be from the sheet of 1874,
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In addition to the dull pale blue and Prussian blue stamps, we
recognise blue lithographs which we subdivide into (a) rough, and
( b) clear prints.
We next turned our attention to the 1 piastra stamp of 1872 and
here again we found undoubted lithographs. These have been exami'ned and accepted at the London School of Printing. To the late R. J. C.
Thompson we owe gratitude for the help he gave by maintaining the
liaison between us and these experts.
Of the 1 piastra lithograph we have so far listed nearly three
hundred copies ; of these about fifty show postmarks with legible dates.
The earliest date is January 3, 1872, the latest some day in January
1876. Throughout the period between these two dates used copies of
the 1 piastra typographed are relatively plentiful, so it should be safe
to assume that stamps produced by the two processes were not only
used but printed concurrently. Lithographed 1 piastra stamps are
found dated in most months of 1875.
As with the 20 para, the piastra lithographs are found perforated
both 13t and 12! x 13t . Our earliest and latest dates are on copies
with the compound perforation. Both the 20 para and 1 piastra stamps
perforated 13t all round are distinctly rarer than those with the compound perforation ; and this finding also holds good for the two values
printed by typography. I possess one unused copy of the 20 para lithograph u·nperforated all round.
There is a pair of the 1 piastra lithographs in the Stead collection
and one in the Hinde collection; Besly possessed what we believe is
a rejoined pair ; Chaftar has a strip of four used Metilino February 15,
1872 ; otherwise we have seen only single copies. Of these, twelve
copies are used on covers, two of which covers, in addition, bear surface-printed stamps of other denominations. A cover in the Hinde
collection, dated August 1872, also bears an Italian 40c. stamp and
went from Cairo to Italy. A specimen in the Mackenzie-Low collection
is postmarked Smirne, dated June 3, 1873, and the cover is addressed
to Constantinople.*
The 1 piastra lithographed stamps may be classified as : (a) Brown-red-possibly the first printings : John Eastcm states

these stamps suggest the composition of the ink had not yet
been satisfactorily determined when they were printed.
• A block of 4 exists in the Cicurel collection, Alexandria.
tor L.O.P.).

(Note of Edi-
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( b) Rose-red- clear impressions.
(c) Dull rose-pink-very blurred prints.
(d) Deep rose-red.
The earliest dated postmarks are on brown-red stamps, which is not
in conformity with the listing of "tints" given in The Stamp Collector's
11fogazinc for March 1872.
The late use of the stamps printed in 1872 is of interest, in view
·of the fact that printing of the 1874 issue started at Boulac before the
aut umn of that year. In the I. Chaftar collectio·n there are two copies
of the 5 piastre, 1874, used in October 1874, and we have seen other
copies of this stamp used in November and December of the same year.
Documentary evidence unearthed by Chaftar proves that the following
values-10 and 20 para, 2, 2l and 5 piastre-were notified as having
been supplied to the Ministry of Finance from the Government Printing Office on October 6, 1874. In the same letter it is stated that "the
5 para and 1 piastra values are not yet ready". (L'Orient. Philatelique,
January 1949).
On the remaining values printed in 1872 we have seen no undoubted lithograph of the 5 para or 10 para, but one material is only small
in amount. Copies of both values bearing early dates are rare, as these
low value stamps were required mainly for the franking of ·newspapers, circulars and local letters within the town of origin. We have
seen only a few on covers and these were all examples of typographed
stamps.
The values above 1 piastra have so far yielded no copies which
look like lithographs, but the 2 piastre stamp is difficult to study owing
to the lack kof detail given by its yellow ink. Most copies of the 2 piastre are undoubted typographs.
Our next probie~1 was, were the stamps printed in 1874 produced
from the printing surfaces employed for the stamps issued in 1872. The
answer is NO. (Plates III and IV) .
It is obvious that the stereos of the 5 para were not the same for
the two printings, as the stamps of 1875 all have the side labels transposed and inverted, whereas the 1872 prints show the design normally
arranged.

The 10 para stamps of 1872 show the design in its most correct
condition, even the P of POSTE being complete (Plate V. 1). The
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stamps of 1874 all exhibit two constant defects : the t op inner white
frame line is broken for approximately half its length , from above the
N.W. crescent to a short distance to the right of t he apex of the pyramid; the lower inner white frame line is broken under EUIE in the
bottom label. These defects obviously occurred on the composite die,
reassembled for this value in 1874; probably caused by accumulations
of dirt and should have been incised lines.
Our study of the 20 para stamps soon convinced us t hat the printing surface employed for the earlier issue also was not u sed in 187"4.
The 1872 stamps show many characteristic flaws, of which we have
recorded over one hundred different and apparently constant varieties,
not one of which have we been able to r ecognise on over four hundred
copies of the 1874 20 para.
The illustrations I give differentiate the piastra values of 1872 and
1874. The constant white flaw in the upper label of the 2 piastre of
1872 is never seen on the stamps of 1874. The thickened lower inner
coloured frame line of the 21 piastre of 1874 is characteristic of this
printing. It has been strengthened beneath the word FOSTE and the
first three letters of the word KHEDEVIE. The split upper frame line
of the 5 piastre of 1872 gives a greater vertical measurement on the left
than is normal for the stamps of 1874. Other points of difference are
noted under the illustrations.

CLASSIFICATION OF FLAWS
Flaws on the typographed stamps, of all values (1872 ) I have classified as (a) intrinsic, in that they have arisen during the making of
the stereos; and, (b) extrinsic, because they are the r esult of subsequent
damage to the completed stereos.

Intrinsic Flaws (Plate IV. 3, top row) take the form of colourless
areas on the stamps, which are often roughly circular in outline, caused
by air bubbles or hard lumps in the plaster of Paris, of which the moulds
for the 1872 stamps must have been formed. These flaws, "picks", are
typical of plaster moulds and as ·n one like them is seen on the 187 4
stamps I suggest that this material was not employed for the later issue
and that the stereos were cast in moulds prepared from papier mache
("£long"). The strikingly different appearance of t he two groups of
stamps would be accounted for in this way ; for, whereas the 1872 typographs are reasonably clear in detail and often deeply impressed into
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the paper, the 1874 stamps are n early always blurred and so superficially printed that it is difficult to say wheth er all are typographs or
whether some are th e product of lithography. The 2 p iastre stamp is
an exception to this statement, as the printing of 1874 is superior in all
respects to that of 1872 (Plate II1) .
E x trinsic F laws (Plate IV. 3, second and third rows) are mainly
the result of damage to the outer fra me line of the design, which (a) is
broken or merely n icked or deformed but at other times ( b) is completely disrupted. These two groups of extrinsic flaws arise in different
ways ; the former (a) ar e the result of adj usting the position of the
loose stereos, by means of a tool, wh en arranging t hem in the forme and
are therefore as make-ready flaws; the latter (b) are running flaw s,
in that the metal edge of the stereo h as given way as the result of
pressure by the roller during the process of printing. Make-ready
flaws show the damaged metal displaced inwards, whereas running
flaws show the metal cast in all directions but mainly outwards, such
damage suggests that the stereo metal was unduly soft . Many of the
extrinsic flaws seen on these stamps are typical of printing from loose
stereos.

Flaws, both intrinsic and extrinsic, are seen on all values of the
1872 series, but in no case have I been able to duplicate a flaw found on
either the typographed or lithographed printings' with a similar flaw
on the stamps of the 1874-75 series.
For these r easons I came to t he conclusion that the stereo s u sed
in 1872 and in 1874-75 w ere not identical, and that the material employed for making the moulds for th e two printings was also not the same.
THE DIES
I now turned to the question of dies and the ways in which the
numerous printing surfaces were prepared.
Melville in h is book on Egypt states, "all t he stamps had a common die for t h e central portion of t he design ''. Credit for the r ecognition of two essentially different dies, u sed to produce these stamps ,
must go to H. G. Watson (P.J.G.B., June 1, 1916).
Die I was used to produce t he 1 piastra stamp only, and was the

'Only die employed to form the moulds for t his value, in 18/2 and in
1875. On it ·( a) the horizontal lines on the pyramid are irregular;
(b) behind the lettering in the upper label distinct scrollwork is seen;
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th e upper margin of the h ei:l ddress cf the sphinx is continuous;
the body of the sphinx is very rough; (e) the background around
the star and . crescent . at each corner is composed of irrerrular
lines
b
arranged mamly vertically.
(c)

(d)

This die appears to have bee n an engraving on a single piece of
metal, no part of which was used for Die II.

D

~0

0

~

D

(L eft ) D ie> II. A composit e die, comprised of four parts: the outer frame
line of the design is also compound, being formed by portions at the edge of
the three central sectiorns of the die and, outside these, an enclosing metal
frame locking t h e other portions in position. (Centre ) Th e die for all values,
incl1.llding the 1 piastra, as envisaged by Fred J . Melville in 1915: no enclosing
metal frame to bind together the three p arts of the die. (R ig ht) Die II described by H. G . Wat son in 1916, when h e recognised a separate die for the 1 pi astra.
Watson consider ed the outer frame line to be formed by the enclosing metal
frame alone.

Die II (Plate V. 1 ) was used to produce all th e oth er values, both
in 1872 an d in 1874-75. It was a composite die, specially built up for
each value of the series. The four component parts were (a) the centr::1 l por tion , consisting of the oval contaiP.ing the sph inx and pyramid,
t he spandrels and the labels carrying the inscription in Turkish above
and in Italian below; (b) and (c ) the side labels and corner tablets
bearing the indications of value, in Turkish and in Italian respectively ;
(d) a r ecta ngular m etftl frame into which the other components of the
die were fitted.
Each of the parts (a), (b) and (c) carried corresponding segments
of the outer frame line of the design, which blrnded with the rectangular enclosing m etal frame (d) to produce the complete outer coloured
fram e line as seen on the stamps. That this is so is demonst rated by
stamps from many units which show th e marginal frame line constantly split for considerable por tions of its length in a way that suggests
partial separation of the two elements of which the frame is composed,
when the die was used to strike the mould. A similar happening nearly
certainly accounts for the characteristic split seen in the bottom frame
line of the majority of the 20 para typographed stamps of 1872. This
split, though present on some units of the lit hograph ed 20 para, is often
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concealed by retouching of the lithographic printing stone. In som2
instances the retouching has been carried beyond the normal design,
causing noticeable coloured projections. The split is sometimes partially concealed by the process of lithographic transfer. The frequency
of split frame lines in the typographed stamps and their comparative
rarity on the lithographs is no proof that the two kinds of stamps were
produced from different states of the di e.

LITHOGRAPHIC

STONES

Having satisfied outselves that the 20 para stamps had been produced both by lithography and by surface-printing, we sought evidence
of how the lithographic printing surface had been produced. Our first
inclination was to suppose that transfers had been taken from the die
to build up an original stone, from which a printing stone could be
prepared. This theory, however, was disproved by finding lithographed
stamps, which displayed the white flaws previously recognized as constant on certain typographed stamps. These flaws being peculiar to
individual stamp units, and also characteristic, could not have been
present on the die. As they are constant in appearance on any given
unit they could not have been printing flaws. There remained, therefore, only the printing surface or stereo from which the lithographic
transfer could have been taken. Such, in fact, must have been the
procedure.
Whether a group of stereos was selected from which to take tra nsfers, or whether a transfer was taken from the whole or some of the
stereos as locked in the forme, we are as yet unable to say. That the
lithographed sheet of stamps consisted of 200 units, as did the typographed sheet, is by no means impossible, as we know that stones of
sufficient size existed in the printing works of P enaisson at Alexandria ;
for the lithographed series of 1867, the Second Issue, had been printed
by that firm in sheets of 200 and the individual stamps of both issues
were approximately the same size.
That a single transfer from 200 stereos was taken, is not impossible
but, so far, we have seen no evidence of creases on the lithographed 20
para stamps. So big a transfer as 200, from a notoriously difficult
surface, would probably have resulted in creases by any but the most
skilled lithographer.
If stereos were selected to form a group from which to take the
transfer used to produce an original stone, the selection can only have
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been haphazard, as we have found many lithographed stamps showing
conspicuous white flaws which we can duplicate on typographed
stamps. Had selection been made with any care it is reasonable to
suppose that these defective stereos would have been rej ected.
So far we have not been able to r ecognize any recurrent lithographic flaws on stamps from different positions and so have no ev idence of the use of an original (matrix) stone to build up t he completP
stone. Our inability to recognize recurring types resulting from the
use of a ma t rix stone may be due to the roughness of the printing or
to th e small amount of lithographic material known to us. For t h e
time being we must assum e they do not exist.
I incline therefore to the supposition that the original transfers
were taken, in sections, from the printing surface as it existed in thr
completed forme. These sectional transfers would be "patched up" on
a supporting paper, in the usual way, before being laid down on the
printing stone. Our total number of 20 para lithographs is over two
hundred and this number is being constantly added to . Of these we
can pair fifteen stamps, recognizable by their flaws, with typographs
in mint blocks w e possess. The typographs exist as fom units in the
top row ; as Nos. 12, 181 and 200 on the sh eet ; as the fo urth stamp in
a row not higher than six ; as a stamp in the right-hand column ; and
as stamps in unlocated positions near the centre of th e sheet. In addition, Ibrahim Chaftar reports to me that h e can pair, or as h e and I
prefer to say "ma rry", three further units in t he bottom row of the
typographed sh eet, Nos. 191 , 192 and 198.
Apart from these partially located lithographs, we can "marry" a
considerable number of pairs from unknown positions a nd I propose
to include the "Marriage Register" of 20 para stamps in my display.
It would seem likely t herefore that transfers w ere taken from the whole
series of the stereos in the forme.

20 PARA LITHOGRAPHIC STONES A AND B
I would here like to draw special attention to one of t h e lithographed stamps bearing an intrinsic flaw seen also on a typographed
stamp. Three copies of the typograph are shown in my display, to
prove the fla w is constant in appearance. It consists of a white area
in the headdress of the sphinx to the left of the h ead as v iewed by t h e
observer. On both copies of the lithographed stamp t his white flaw is
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seen, tjut on one there is also a straight white line running in a transairection from the crescent in the S.W. corner of the stamp to the
right-hand margin. This line is not due to a fold in the paper, as it
does not extend across the whole breadth of the stamp . It has nearly
certainly resulted from a flaw in the substance of the lithographic
stone, as described by Brigadier Studd in his paper read before the
Society on November 9, 1944, when h e explained that the defect consisted of a vein of silicon which it is impossible to remove from the
stone by any process at present known. Such silicon does not retain
the lithographic ink, as does the rest of the limestone surface, and is
therefore represented on the printed stamp as an uncoloured streak.
If this contention is accepted, the last doubts as to the existence of the
lithographs will have been removed . There is no trace of this whit2
line on any of the typographed stamps from this unit. Fortunately a
second copy of this lithograph exists at the British Museum in the Tapling collection and I am able to exhibit a photograph which shows well
the white line caused by the silicon fault and also that it is constant in
appearance. The bottom frame line of the design is seen in the photograph to be split in a manner corresponding with the same line on the
typographs (Plate VI, 1). On the latter stamps this lower frame line
is deeply impressed into the paper and blurred to a degree which indicated that the stereo from which the stamps were printed occupied a
position in the bottom row in the form e.* In such a position the un protected margin of the stereos would receive the full weight of the
roller as it engaged the printing surface and the resulting deformity
of the lower frame lines of the stamps in question w e believe to be
constant and characteristic, so proving the units which constituted the
row of stamps along the margin of the sheet from which the printing
roller started. In the case of the 20 para this was the bottom row of
stamps. The bottom frame line of the two top rows of stamps, on the
typograph sheet, is often deeply impressed , but rarely to the extent
seen along the bottom row of the sheet. The complete top row of the
typograph sheet has been r ecognized by mea ns of the coloured rule, in
the margin above the stamps, which is printed by the raised duplicated
metal strip inserted in the forme to take the pressure of the roller as
it left the printing surface. The t en individual units being recognizable, by means of constant intrinsic flaws, should not be confused with
stamps from the bottom row of the sheet. In like manner the stamps
of the second row have been recognized and located. It should be
noted that the raised metal strip is divided vertically about the middle
vers~

• I believe this typograph to be No. 200 on the sheet.
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of its length, thus making a gap in the coloured rule approximately
opposite the space between the fifth and sixtfi stamps of the top r6wsuch breaks were provided to allow escape of air imprisoned between
the printing surface and the paper, and are well exemplified by the
typical "Jubilee Line" of Great Britain.
The effect ·of this protecting strip of metal on the appearance of
the contiguous stamp units is discussed later.
I also exhibit another lithograph produced from the same stereo,
No. 200, as the stamps with the "silicon white line". It differs from
them in that it shows ·no sign of the white line and also that it is a far
clearer print in a deep blue, whereas the two lithographs with the
white line are indistinct and of a light blue shade ; moreover the bottom frame line of the deep blue lithograph is not split. There is only
one conclusion to be drawn from these differences. There must have
been two lithographic stones prepared by transfers from the same stereo
units. That the two varieties of the lith'o graph represent the same
unit on an original stone, transfers from which were repeated to build
up a larger printing stone, is ruled out by the entirely different appearance of the prints. The light blue blurred lithographs are typical of
prints taken from a hastily prepared stone on which the gum has not
been allowed sufficient time to do its work of fixing the design before
printing commenced, as pointed out to me by John Easton. The deep
blue lithograph is from a stone prepared with greater care and with
adequate time for the gum to fix the lines of the design. Moreover, on
it, retouching of the split lower frame line has been carried out iJl a
way that suggests deliberate rectification of faults, for which there was
no time when the first and probably emergency stone was .prepared.
I propose to designate these stones A and B respectively.

20 PARA LITHOGRAPHIC STONE X
A third group of 20 para lithographs can be recognized which
provide food for th'Ought and speculation. For this reason I propose,
provisionally, to allude to them as stamps from Stone X. The stone
from which they were printed was obviously prepared with some · care,
as there is evidence of co·n siderable touching up of certain units. Two;
which I illustrate (Plate VI, 2), are unlike any other copy of the 1872
20 para, both typographs are lithographs, known to me, in that, as the
result of retouching, the P of POSTE is complete. The first of these
specimens is duplicated in the collection of William C. Hinde : on both
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his stamp and mine additional touching-up of th e outer frame line has
resulted in a hook-like projection upwards from the N.E. corner of
th e stamp. The second lithograph illustrated is even more inter esting
because not only h as the P been completed by filling up the space
between it and the S.W. tablet containing the numerals 20, but also
th ere is a vertical retouch immediately above this which restores to
its n ormal dimensions the white line between the central segment of
the design and the left-h and tablet b earing the indication of value.
Furthermore, t h e outer frame line at th e top of the design has been
tou ch ed up in such fashion as to render it unlike any ordinary print
from a m etal stereo bounded by straight lines.
I n spite of the care with w h ich t his stone was prepared t h e prints
obtained from it were far from satisfactory ; t h ey are characterized by
in·numerable minute white defects which I believe can only have arisen
during t h e process of printing and therefore are not seen duplicated
on any two stamps. These white specks give the impression that the
artist when preparing his design viewed the sphinx and pyramid during
a snowstorm. They are confusing to a philatelic student and make
it extremely difficult to match these Ston e X lithographs with the corr esponding typographs, but I believe I have achieved one such "marriage" . The total number of these lithographs known to us does not
exceed twenty, and for this reason also their study remains incomplete
and their classification dubious. They are printed mainly in deep blue
and are fou·nd perforated both 13t and 12! x 13t .
The possibility su ggests itself that these lithographs are prints from
Stone A after an attempt had been made to improve it when Stone B
was brought into use. Against this theory is the clearness of portions
of t he design on some specimens I show. It is because of these uncertainties that I consider it advisable to describe these stamps as prints
from Stone X instead ·o f Stone C. Though not beautiful they are rare
and interesting.

THE GILBERT RETOUCH
Another striking example of a lithographic retouch (in the Tapling
collection), was pointed out to me by J. H . E. Gilbert and as the retouching seen on the stamp could have been done only by the lithographic process it is sugerlative evidence in support of my co·n tentions.
The stamp is a single copy of the 1872 20 para which shows a roughly
stippled area replacing t he upp er portions of the letters EUIE E of
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KHEDEUIE EGIZIANE, the white line above them and the design to
within the oval vignette. Another feature of this stamp which should
be noted is a break in the thin coloured frame line beneath the final E
of EG IZIANE, for this is a most unusual site for a break in this line
and may therefore assist in the recognition of the typograph obtained
from the same stereo.
A stamp of this merit needs a title by which it may easily be
known, and I suggest nothing could be more appropriate than "The
Gilbert retouch". A retouch of this nature would have been impossibla
on a stereo (Plate VIII).

DIE II
To return to a consideration of the composite Die II. This is best
studied on the 5 para stamps of 1872, which show above the side label
on the right a white area where the inner surface of the enclosing coloured frame is at a higher level than the surface immediately to the left (Plate VII, 1). This peculiarity indicates that a
portion of the frame line was carried on the segment of the die bearing
the side label, and that this part was slightly too long to fit the central
element of the die. It may have been found that the longer side label,
bearing the word para in Italian, fitted more easily into the frame if
sited at the opposite end of the die when the component parts were
reassembled to produce the stereos used in 1875, thus causing the chef
d' reuvre with side labels transp·osed. As already stated, the outer frame
was not a single piece, but consisted of sections attached to the other
three elements of the die, as suggested by Melville, but enclosed and
bound together by a complete rectangular metal frame, (see illustration
page 101), which Melville did not describe.
That the outer frame line varies considerably in breadth is very
noticeable on many of the typographed stamps of 1872. Not only are
some lines thick and others thi·n, but in many instances a line is seen
to vary in breadth from one end to the other. Often the line on one
side of a stamp is thin and on the other side thick. These variations
are constant on stamps printed from the same unit and cannot therefore have resulted from varying degrees of inking, by what printers
allude to as "spue". I believe these lines of varying breadth are the
result of trimming the individual stereos, necessary to make them fit
snugly when assembled in the forme, where they were held apart by
loose metal spacers. A copy of the 5 para of 1872 is shown (Plate VII, 1)
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where one of these loose spacers has risen a·nd so taken ink. Once the
use of such spacers can be proved the need to trim the loose stereos is
understandable. The work of trimming was certainly very carelessly
performed.
Further evidence that difficulty was experienced when the three
other portions of the die were fitted into the outer frame, is forthcoming from the stamps of all values prepared from Die II, with the
exception of the 10 para (Plate V, 1). On these stamps the first letter
of the inscription in the bottom label is seen always to be defective or
missing, so that the first word often r eads as OSTE instead of POSTE
(Plates III and IV). This failure of the P to print properly is the result
of the S.W. corner (as seen on the stamp) of the central portion of the
die having been below the level of the lateral tablet, so that when the
moulds were struck the image ·of the P would have been considerably
raised. In turn the P would have been depressed upon the stereo and
in consequence an outstandingly successful "make-ready" (decoupage)
would have been required to cause it to print. Only in this way can
the varying partial appearances and disappearances of the P on different units be explained. As long as the same decoupage r emained
in use tpe amount of the P to print from any one stereo would remain
constant and this is found to be the case if stamps from the same unit
are compared. Had the stereos varied in the amount of the P cast
on them it would have been necessary for the moulds to have varied in
this respect and the moulds could only have varied in this way had
the die undergone changes while they were being struck-an almost
unbelievable happening.
Other examples of defective decoupage are seen throughout the
series, such blemishes as localized lightly printed areas of a constant
character being found on the stamps of both 1872 and 1874-75. A particular good example of this type of constant defect is seen ·o n the righthand top corner of the 5 piastre sheet printed in 1874. Light printing
of portions of the sheet, due to imperfect inking, must not be mistaken
for the r esult of faulty decoupage. Such a condition is ·n ot constant
but varies from sheet to sheet. E xamples of such defective inking are
common and, in many instances, may account for the varying shades
of the different stamps which have even attained catalogue rankoften without justification.
ENGRAVING THE DIES
We now come to the process of engraving the dies, both Die I and
Die II. On well-printed stamps it can be seen that the h eaddress of the
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sphinx consists of coloured lines which cross at right-angles, that these
lines are clear cu t and that t h eir intersections are sharply defined. Such
lines can only h ave been engraved on metal in recess. To have cut
away the metal cleanly between those intersecting lines, so that the
printing su rface stood up, would h ave been a physical impossibility for
t h e men who cut this die. Such a feat was not attempted even by
Joubert de la F erte. It wou ld seem t h erefore that the design within
the oval was prepared by engraving in r ecess and t h en tra·n sferred to
a second metal surface by pressure ; the remainder of the design for
Die I and the portions n eeded to complete th e central part of the die
for Dle II being added by the simple process of cutting away the lettering and other areas which were to appear uncoloured on t h e stamps.
A die suitable to produce moulds and in their t u r n stereos, appropriate
to printing by typography, would t hus have been achieved.

DAUGHTER DIES
Two Daughter Dies were undoubtedly prepared from the original
Die I and stamps produced from them offer convincing proof t hat the
stereos struck for the 1 piastra of 1872 were not employed for t h e printings of 1874, because the characteristics by which the two daughter
dies are r ecognized are not found repeated in 187 4.
Daughter Die A presents the design in normal form , though stereos
from it can be divided in to two groups : (a) where the white frame
line at the N.E . corner of t h e stamps is normal; and, (b) where a
small spot of colour exists in th e white fram e at the N.E. angle. The
few mint connected pieces of 1 piastra (1872) which w e know show
only stamps arising from Daughter Die A, group ( b ) .
Daughter Die B (Plate VII, 2) is recognized by two marked characteristics : a spot of colour on t h e upper portion of the first A of
PIASTRA .: and a curved fl aw involving t h e S.E. value tablet, ertendin g from the right-hand fram e line of t he design to the lower frame in
such a way as to suggest t hat t h e die was cracked-the corn er becoming partia lly displaced as more moulds were struck. The numeral 1
is always misshapen, but t he line of t he fracture is depicted in different
ways on different stamp units, being partly or wholly coloured on some
and mainly white on others, thou gh always showing the same contour.
There is a second state of Dau ghter Die B, which shows evidence
of additional damage to the inner coloured frame line at the N.E. angle
and these (unissued) h e printed by lithography.
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of the design, where the frame line has become bent down on to the
coloured value tablet beneath it. In the first state of this die the upper
frame line shows no evidence of deformity (Plate VII, 2).
Of the 1 piastra typographs (1872) which we · have examined,
approximately twenty-five per cent originate from Daughter Die B and
most of these are from the second state. Of the 1 piastra lithographs
(total 300 + ) the nui;nbers are nearly equally divided between Die A
and Die B. It would .seem likely therefore that there were two formes
of stereos set up and that the lithographic transfers were taken from
only one of them. The mint blocks and strips of typographs known
to us contain no example of a stamp from Die B. This should mean
that Dies A and B were used to prepare stereos for the first forme set
up, from which lithographic transfers were taken because an emergency printing by the latter process was required ; and that only Die A
was used to produce the stereos required for the second forme, from
which no lithographic transfers were taken . The lithographs show no
sign of the numerous ink crusts which accumulated on the stereos as
the typographic printing progressed. From which it may be inferred
that the lithographic 'transfers, both :!:or the 20 para and 1 piastra,
were taken before the printing by typography began.
As is well known, the typographed stamps of all values :were printed in sheets of 200, twenty horizontal rows of ten, with a plain, almost
unbroken, coloured rule along one margin of the sheet. The distance of
this coloured line from the stamps varies, for different values of the
series, from 7 mm. to 10 mm. The metal rule, which printed the coloured line, was placed, in most of the formes, at the top and so the line
runs along the upper margin of the sheet, but on the 5 para sheets the
rule appears in the right-hand margin in most instances ; 5 para stamps
showing the rule at th~ top of the sheet exist but are rare. The different
placing of these metal rules suggests that more than one forme for the
5 para was set, but the evidence is not conclusive.
The purpose of the metal rule was to take the pressure of the print·
ing roller as it left the forme, in order that the marginally placed
stereos should not become unduly worn. It had, in adqition, a most
important effect. The rule being continuous throughout its length,
except for one small break, and raised to the level of the printing surface of the stereos adjoining, offered a barrier to the escape of air
which was being driven forward between the stereos by the printing
roller in its advance. · This imprisoned air under pressure, in its effort
to escape, tended to raise the paper. At the same time the roller sank
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slightly into the unduly wide gap between the ster eos and t he metal
rule and in so doing dragged on the paper. This dual happening, the
compression of air and the pulling on the paper, caused the outer margins of the top frame lines of the neighbouring stamps to be "blown"
or "slurred" so that they are far from clear cut. This state of the outer
frame lines is distinctive and enables stamps from the row adjoining
the coloured rule to be recognized, even when no marginal paper remains attached to them. This statement, of course, applies to the
typographed stamps only.
We have not yet found a stamp printed by lithography carrying
marginal paper, either with or without the printed coloured rule, but
have recognized five examples of 20 para lithographs prepared from
different stereos of the top row of ten , adjoining the metal rule, and in
no instance does the outer surface of the upper frame line show the
least suggestion of being blown or slurred, whereas the typographs
with which they are paired invariably do so : fairly substantial evidence that th e same stereos were not rea rrang~d . in a second forme for
printing by typography. Has this been done it should be possible to
produce typographs showing identical intrinsic flaws, both with and
without a blown upper margin, but this we hav e been unable to do.
We have found one pair of lithographed and one of typographed
20 para stamps, prepared from the same two stereos, and the relative
position of the two units constituting each pair is identical. This suggests that the lithographic transfers were taken from the stereos when
locked in the forme, ready for printing by typography. Chaftar's mint
block of four, 20 para, lithographs (the only such piece known to me)
does not confirm this possibility, because, though the lower two stamps
are transfers from the stereos for stamps 17 and 18 on the typograph
sheet in the same relative positions, the upper two lithographs in the
block are not transfers from the stereos for stamps 7 and 8. Single
lithographs from both these top row stereos are in my collection and
will be displayed.
We have seen no specimen of the 1 piastra stamp of 1872 bearing
marginal paper-neither typograph nor lithograph*-but have reason
to think formes existed with the protecting strip of metal placed at the
top and one at least with it at the side, beca~se single stamps occur
with blown margins at the top and others with a blown margin on one
side.
"' A specimen is known on letter in the Mazloum collection (Notice of Edi-

tor L.O.P.) .

-
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During the "run" the stereos of all values rapidly deteriorated.
In
.,
many i'nstances the outer frame lines became disrupted as the result of
pressure (running flaws), the fragments of metal us .µ ally being displaced outwards (Plate IV, 3) ; also ink accumulated on the printing
surface, so that are,as which should have remained _uncoloured on the
printed stamps b~came coloured as the result of the. h,ardened ink crusts
filling the norma·l depressions and acting as part of tl)e printing surface . Such running flaws and ink crusts are not seen reproduced on
the lithographs ffom the corresponding stereos, neither are they repre
sented on the stamps printed in 187 4-75 . .

POSTAL ARCHIVES IN EGYPT
Since I arrived at these conclusions Ibrahim Chaftar has discovered documents forming part of the Postal Archives in .Egypt (L'Orient
Philatelique, July 1948) which confirm many of my contentions and
extend our knowledge of his issue of stamps.
In a letter date9 March 14, 1872, at Alexandria, Mruzzi Bey, Director General of the Posts, instructs L . Guarnieri to check : " ... (2) That
the lithographic stones as well as the proof copies and the sheets you
have rejected are ha'n ded over to you". Thus supporting our contention that lithographs were printed.
A letter from Guarnieri to Muzzi, dated March 21, 1872, at Alexandria, states : "I beg also to notify that the stereos in lead of all the
seven values as well as the proof sheets of the s~amps have been-by
mutual consent-:-destroyed by fire. Only the ~even steel dies have
been put into a ·wooden box-closed and sealed-which was h anded
over to the OffiCial of the above mentioned Ministry (Ffr1ance )". Which
proves that the stereos used for printing th e stamps issued in 1872 were
not in existence when th e issu e of 187 4-75 was prepared.
The receipt given by Guarnieri for the stamps r 2c~ ive d from the
Khedive's Paper Factory and Printing House, in Cairo, totals 6,790,000,
whereas the original contract had been for 8,300,000 stamps. This receipt is dated March 19, 1872.
The initial lettet of the series, dated June 3, 1871, at Alexandria,
a·nd signed G. Muzii, is worth quoting in full.
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"To His Excellency Cherif Pasha.
Excel!ency,
. As the current issue of postage stamps_ cannot last beyond the end of
this year-and this fact has oeen ascertained by very carerul calculations-I beg to_ draw your a.tte_ntion to the situation, so that you can give me your
mstrnct10ns ~or . reprmtmg the stamp~ and about any alterations you may
consider advisable. Although there is . ample time, I thought it best to
broach the matte_r now in view of the possib'1e delays in so important a
work and the serious consequences r esulting from a postponement of even
a week.
·
In order to h elp Your Excellency when considering the matter, it is
necesi?ary for me to know: if the 1872 issue shall be absolutely similar to the
present one, or if some modifications in the colours or in the printing will
be required; if the denominations will be maintained or changed; if the
work will be allotted to a local printer or sent abroad; and finally if the
Ministry wH undertake this work or if, as in the past, I shall have this entrusted to me.
As for the first qu estion , I think it indispensable to change the colours,
and in order to a~sure protection against forgery, I think it advisable to
vary, if only slightly, t he lithographic design by altering the details, while
leaving it in the main unchanged.
On the second point, I propose to add, to the present series, a new
P.T. 2.20 para postage stamp, r equired at all Post Offices since the AustroEgyptian Agreement came into force.
.
On the last two points only the Minister is comp.etent to make a decision and I am not entitled to give a personal opinion: ~hould this brief
statement not be su<fficient. I remain entirely at your service for any further explanations you may desire; but I beg to draw attention to the reasons
for avoidance of delay given at the beginning of this letter and I hope to
be honoured by an early reply."

From these documents, and others publish ed by Chaftar in L'Orient
Philatelique, it would appear that the original intention was to print
the entire issu e of 1872 at the Governme·n t Printing Works in Cairo (at
the suburb of Boulac ), with the aim of V. Penasson, the lithographic
experts of Alexandria. To this co-operation with Penasson the Diretor at Boulac objected. I suggest that owing to unforeseen difficulties
in the production of the typographs, assistance by Penasson became
imperative and his h elp took th e form of lithographic transfers taken
from the existing stereotype surfaces at Cairo, prepared for the 20 para
and the 1 piastra values, but not yet u sed for printing ; r emoval by
him of these transfers to Alexandria , where lithographic stones were
laid down and u sed for printing on paper similar to that used for the
rest of the issue, which Penasson would also have taken with him from
Cairo. Such action would account for th e letter from Muzzi ordering
destruction of lithographic stones and also explain the discrepancy in
the ·n umber of stamps for which Guarnieri gave a receipt at Boulac and
the number agreed to be supplied by th e Government Printing Works
at that suburb of Cairo.*
* Both the line engraved and the lithographed essays for this issue bear
the initials V.P. on the base of the obelisk. Also Penasson was ·called on to
provide the new stamps in 1875, when the Universal Postal Union wa~ formed
and these (unissued) h e printed by ~ithography .
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OVERPRINTED STAMPS OF 1879, JANUARY lst.
A .Postal Convention signed by Egypt and Austr:ia allowed maii
between the two countries to be franked to destination by the stamps
of either country from which the mail originated. This agreement
became operative from July 23, 1868, and fixed the tariff for a single
letter at 21 piastre, as far as Egypt was concerned. Muzzi in his letter
to Cheri£ Pasha, just quoted, points out the need for a·n adhesive of this
value, as none existed at the time the Convention was signed. A similar
Convention between Egypt and Italy came into force on January 1,
1873, and again the rate was fixed at 2t piastre. The necessary stamp
duty appeared with the rest of the series on January 1, 1872, and as
part of the printing of 1874 was used as ea rly as October in that year.
The Universal Postal Union began to function on July 1, 1875, and
from that date the 2~· piastre stamp became superfluous, as the single
letter rate between member States was fixed at It piastra, or the equivalent. All three countries with which we are here concerned were
original members of the U.P.U. By 1878, when the n ew issue of stamps
to be printed by Messrs De La Rue was under consideration, it became
obvious that the existing supplies of 2t piastre stamps :would not b e
required. Though there was no shortage of stamps of the face value
of 5 and 10 para these were the two values, the lowest of the series,
selected for the overprints on the unwanted 2t piastre stamps. These
overprints give us the first evidence of the change of influence in the
Postal Administration, a change from Italian to French, when the Dual
Control by Britain and France was established in Egypt, as the result
of wild spending by the Khedive Ismail Pasha. For the first time we
see "s" tacked on to the word PARA, to indicate a plural to the French
mind.
Of the accepted design for the overprint, proof printings by lithography, in black, were made on single stamps. These can be recognized by the existence of guide lines at all four corners of the design. The
examples, of both values, of which I have knowledge, were applied
inverted.
The lithographic ston e for both overprints was laid down by means
of four transfers of fifty units-5 x 10-with guide liries at the four
corners. In the case of the 5 paras these guide lines were completely
removed from the stone before overprinting of the sheets of 200 stamps
began. This was not done in r espect of the 10 paras and stamps, as
issued, with guide lin es at one corner are not rare.
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Inverted overprints are not only on stamps No. 154 on the sheetthe inverted stereo-but originated also from the whole sheets bearing
an inverted surcharge, two of which must have existed, as proved by
corner pairs of both values in the Ceysens collection (Photo Plate IX) .
A total of 340,000 stamps were overprinted-apparently 170,000 of
each value. These stamps were on sale at Cairo and Alexandria only :
stamps with both perforations were overprinted. In addition to tetebeche pairs, single stamps with compound-perf. and overprint inverted,
genuinely postally used, are of great rarity, particularly the 5 paras
value. Overprinting was done without ml.1ch· care and ma·ny specimens
bearing misplaced ·o verprints and showing other varieties have been
fraudulently postmarked and are on the market.
This philatelic adv~nture and the production of the 5 para stamp
in 1875, with every unit on the sheet an "error," made a fitting finale
for stamp printing at Boulac in Egypt and justified the introduction of
work by De La Rue. How different has been the work done in Egypt
since the Survey Department took the matter in hand and printed the
first Commemorative stamp in 1925.
Having given an account, in narrative form, of this research, which
has extended intermittently over the past eleven years, while I have
lived in England, in Ethiopia and in Guernsey, it seems advisable to
sum up my findings and conclusions in a more usual or systematic
fashion . Before doing so I wish to acknowledge formally and with gratitude the help I have received from ma·n y friends .
At first I worked with J. C. Besly who devoted many hours to
sorting stamps and recording diagrammatically our observations. Since
Besly was taken from us, I have received continuous and most unselfish help from John H. E. Gilbert, who has brought to light much informative material. Ibrahim Chaftar I first met at the New York Exhibition, in 1947, where I was able to instruct him in the recogniti'on of
the lithographs and typographs, since when he has remained a most
enthusiastic research student. He has accumulated a large mass of
material in Egypt, which he has studied with skill, and generously put
at my disposal all the knowledge he has acquired. He also has been
entirely responsible for finding and recording the. buried treasure in
the Postal Archives in Egypt, the documents so revealed having produced proof of some of my conclusions, which otherwise would have
had to remain based on deductions r esulting from observation of stamps
to which I had access. No one could wish for a stauncher or more
sincere and generous philatelic friend.
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My gratitude is also due to all those membe!'.s of the Egypt Study
Circle who have unhesitatingly loaned me the whole of tqeir collections
of this Third Issue of Egypt : I would specially like te thank William
C. Hinde, many of whose stamps will be displayed when I r ead this
paper to the Royal Philatelic Society, London, on April 12, 1956;
without his help this r esearch would have been im_possible. Stamps
from the collections of Mackenzie-Low, Richard Stead, John Gilbert,
Charles Fox, Seymour Blomfield , C. D. Rawson, and Ernest Kehr, will
also be included in my display. Ahmed Mazloum, Jean Boulad, Gabriel Boulad and Madame Wissa have all sent me photographs of
stamps they possess or are known to them. I thank th em all.

SUMMARY
Th e Printin gs of 1872 a.n d 1874-75
1. Two dies were prepared. Die I was used for the 1 piastra
value only. It consisted of a single piece of metal. Die II was composed of three portions enclosed in a fram e. The central portion was
used for all values, other than th e 1 piastra . The lateral portions were
specific for each vatue of th e series . Each of these three portions carried the appropriate section of th e outer fram e line of the design : the

Block of six upper row stamps 8-9-10-18-19-20 (Gilbert collection).
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printed outer frame line was completed by the enclosing metal frame.
The design on the two dies differs considerably-on Die I the lines
on the pyramid are irregular, there is scroll work behind the lettering
in the top label, the body of the Sphinx is represented as a heaped-up
mass of stones ; on Die II none of these characteristics is present.

Block of six upper row stamps 5- 6- 7- 15-16 - 17 _(Dr. Toughladjian collection).

2. For the 1872 printing, moulds were struck in plaster of Paris :
this medium was particularly badly mixed when the moulds for the
20 para were prepared and, in consequence, bubbles of air and hard
lu mps resulted which caused characteristic and constant white flaws
to appear on the stamps. Similar white flaws, though less numerous, are seen on all other values. These I have ·n ames INTRINSIC_ FLAWS,
in that they arise during the process of manufacture of the stereos.
Such flaws do not appear on the stamps of t he 187 4-75 printing, which
proves that fresh stereos were prepared, probably from moulds struq~
in papier mache, for these stamps. Correspornlen.::e found by Ibrahirh ·
Chaftar, in the archives of the Post Office in Egypt, has provided evid- ence that all the first printing surfaces were destroyed in March 1872.
3. The ~tereos for the 1872 stamps w ere made of comparatively
soft metal and many were damaged in such a way that defects were
caused in t:l).e design of the printed stamps. These I have _ named
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EXTRINSIC FLAWS. They can be divided into· two groups : (a) the
result of damage by tools while the loose stereos were being arranged
in the forme, mainly breaks in the frame lines where metal has been
driven inwards or nicked (MAKE-READY FLAWS); and (b) the result of damage by pressure with the printing I'oller, mainly breaks in
the frame lines, the fragments of metal being forced outwards (RUNNING FLAWS).
,
i
___,

w:1; f'

4. All stereos of 1872 were shaved, to prepare them for assembly
in the printing forme : this trimming was unskilfully performed, so
that the outer frame line of the stamps varies considerably in breadth,
but is constant for any given unit. Some frame lines are broad at one
end and narrow at the other .
5. The stereos, when clamped in the forme, were separated by
loose metal strips. These "spacers" occasio·n ally became displaced and
when they rose took ink, which caused lines in colour to print between
the stamps.
6. To protect the printing surface from damage by pressure at
the edge of the forme, where the roller finished, a metal rule (usually
duplicated) was inserted a short distance beyond the stereos. This
took ink and printed in colour as a broad line on the top margin of the
shee_t ; though usually sheets of the 5 para show it on the right-hand
margin, one forme carried the rule at the top of the forme. This raised
metal rule having but one break in c·o ntinuity, near the middle of the
top row of stereos, the air between it and the adjace·nt stereos, when
enclosed by the paper and compressed by the roller, escaped only with
difficulty. In consequence, the paper was raised from the printing
surface as the roller passed over the upper margins of the top or final
row of stereos a·n d the stamps from these stereos show a -blurred or
"blown" outer edge of the top or side frame line, respectively, of the
design. This appearance is characteristic of the final row of stamps
on sheets of 1872 printed by typography.
The , stereos for the 1874-75 printing were surrou·n ded on all four
sides of the forme by a_n _interrupted decorative pattern, made up from
loose segments. No compression of air took place and "blown" margins
are not seen on the stamps.
7. Two values of the 1872 issue, 20 para and 1 piast.ra, have been
recognize-d printed by lithography as well as by typography . Other
values, as stated in the philatelic press of 1872, may have been printed
by lithography, but this cann·o t now be demonstrated.
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8. The li,thographic stones were laid down by ·means of transfers
taken from the actual stereos used for the printing by typography.
This is proved by the occurrence of identical flaws on stamps from
individual units, printed by the two processes. Tn every instance,
points of difference can be detected in such paired examples. This
difference is very striking in the case of stamps from the top row of
the 20 para sheet. On those printed by typography, the upper surface
of the outer frame line is "blown" ; on the lithographs it is clear cut.
Of the 20 para stamps printed by typography the majority show a
diagonal split in the bottom outer frame line : this split has frequently
been obliterated on the lithographs, as the result 'Of retouching on the
printing stone, and the frame line then appears intact. Retouching in
some instances has given rise to projections at the ends of the frame
lines, or the shape of the line has been altered. In some cases the split
has bee·n partially concealed by the act of the lithographic transfer.
In many of the lithographic prints, fine specks ·of colour appear
on or outside the area of the design. The lithographs are essentially
flat in appearance. In contrast, the typographs all show heaping of
ink ("squ ash") at the margins of some of the lines of the design; on
many stamps the design in colour has bitten deep into the surface 'Of
the paper. The growing ink crusts seen in the typographs are not
represented on the lithographs, ·n or are the signs of damage to the
stereos caused by the act of printing (extrinsic runnnig flaws). Therefore the lithographic transfers were probably before printing by typography began, but after the stereos had been arranged in the forme,
as damage caused by tools used to adjust the position of the loose
stereos (ertrinsic make-ready flaws) is exactly reproduced on the lithographs. Lithographic transfers have been r ecognized from so many
stereos, widely distributed in the forme, that it seems likely the lith'ographic stones were laid d.o wn by transfers take'n from the entire forme
prepared by typography.
It has not been possible to prove the existence of Lithographic
Types, as defined by Dorning Beckton, derived from an original sto·n e.

9. The 20 para lithographs can be recognized printed from three
different stones, probably in sheets of the same form a·nd dimensions
as the typographs (200 stamps : in 20 horizontal rows of 10) : Stone A . Very little touched up : bottom frame line usually split,
as on the typographs. Used for printing before gumming of the stone
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had properly fixed the design : prints bl'.lrred : mainly in shades of
pale blue.

Stone B. Considerably touched up , particularly the outer frame
lines which often are completely redrawn : bottom frame line seldom
shows diagonal split seen on nearly all typographs. Prints clear, except
when ·o ver inked : mainly in deeper shades of blue.
Stone X (so called because it may be a second state of Stone A
after considerable attempts to improve it). Much retouching of frame
lines and elsewhere. On some units attempts have been made to reconstruct the letter P of FOSTE. Prints are very rough and some show
so many minute white (? printing) flaw s that they might be described
as "the sphinx and pyramid durin g a snowstorm". Prints from Stone X
are rarer than prints from Stones A and B : in only one instance has a
lithograph from Stone X been paired with a typograph-probably the
result of confusion caused by the "snow".
10. The 1 piastra stamps, of 1872 only, were printed from stereos
derived from two diffirent Daughter Dies . This is proved by the existence of stamps showing characteristic damage on the S.E. corner of
the design. A curved break involves the r ight-hand bottom nume{'.al 1
and portions of the neighbouring frame to t he right and below. W he·n
well developed, the damage prints as a colo~lred flaw. Stereos from
this <;lamaged Daughter Die also show a minute spot in colour on the
first A of the word PIASTRA- many in addition show deformity of
the inner frame line at the N.E . corner of the stamp. That this damage
is not to a single stereo only is proved by the existence of multiple
pieces of the 1 piastra typograph bearing more than one example of
the damaged 1. Also, stamps bearing this flaw are far too numerous
all to have come from a single stereo;
Stamps from Daughter Die A show the undamaged design: those
with the damaged 1 are from Daughter Die B.
11 . The damaged 1 variety is found on stamps printed by lithography as well as by typography, but never on the stamps of the 187475 printing. This is evidence t hat t he same stereos were not used for
the two printings-a _fact now amply confirmed from documents found
by Ibrahim Chaftar in the Post Office Archives in Egypt (published in
L'Orient Philatelique).

12. The proportion of stamps showing t he damaged 1 differs considerably between· typographs and lithographs ; being far higher on
the latter. From this it may be deduced that at l~ast two formes were
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prepared for the printing of the typographs and that the lithographic
transfers were taken from one forme only. A pair of lithographs exists
with both stamps showing the damaged 1.
13. The lithographs of 1872 were probably an emergency printing
by V. Penasson of Alexandria. This firm possessed lithographic stone
of the necessary size which they had used for printing the second issue
of Egypt (1867 and 1869). The lithographed stamps of 20 para were
nearly certainly taken into use before the typographs, as none of the
latter is found dated earlier than February 1872 and few before May
of that year, whereas the majority of dated lithographs were used during the first three months of 1812. Lithographs and typographs of
1 piaE:tra were used concurrently from the first day of issue-January 1,
1872.
EARLIEST DATES
1872 :-20
20
1
1

para
para
piastra
piastra

Lithograph
Typo graph
Lithograph
Typograph

January 7, 1872: Byam
February 8, 1872 .: Chaftar
January 3, 1872: Byam
January 1, 1872 : Chaftar.

14. Tete-beche pairs. Previously these were thought to exist solely
on the sheets printed in 1874-75. Owing to the more certain recognition
of the two printings, now established , it can be stated with confidence
that the 5 piastre tete-beche pair is from the stamps of 1872. No 5
piastre tete-beche pair is see·n on the sheets of 1874-75 so far recorded.
15. Stereos inverted in the formes used for the printings of 187475 are as follows : 10 para-stamps Nos. 31, 82, 33, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60 and 145-all in
one forme, known as setting B. Setting A had no inverted
stereo.
20 para-No inverted stereos.
1 piastra-Setting A.
stamp 114.

One inverted stereo : No. 4 in row 12

=

Setting B.

Twelve inverted stereos : Nos. 1 to 10, 114 and 141.

Setting C.

Three inverted stereos : Nos. 38, 58, and 152.

Setting D.

The inverted stereos : Nos. 1 to 9 in the top row :

There is a whole sheet in the collection at Buckingham Palace containing 10 inverted stereos.
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2 piastre-One setting only. One inverted stereo : No. 8.
2! piastre-One setting only.

One inverted stereo : No. 154.

5 piastre-No. inverted stereo.
16. 5 para of 1875 : side labels transposed and inverted. Because
of this curious arrangement of the design it is impossible to say what
is an inverted stereo but tete-beche varieties occur in printings from
both formes so far r ecognized. Forme A has 88 vertical and four horizontal tete-beche pairs. Forme B, which I h ave not seen , h as only two
horizontal tete-beche pairs, but -t he same number of vertic?l pairs _as in
Forme A. All blocks, with marginal paper, which I examined fit into
Fonne A.
17. The 2! piastre surcharged 5 paras and 10 paras was overprinted by lithography : th e printing surface of 200 units was laid down
from four transfers of 50 units each . The guide lines were removed
from the stone of the 5 paras, before the overprint was applied, but
were left untouch ed on th e stone of the 10 paras and so appear between
the 5th and 6th stamps, the 91st and lOlst, the lOOth and llOth, the
195th and 196th ; at the four corners of the sh eet ; and, in the centre
of the sheet, in the form of a cross, between the 95th and 96th, the
105th and 106th, the 95th and 105th , the 96th and 106th stamps.
Single specimens with guide lines at all fo ur corners of the stamp
were probably proofs or essays, they were usually printed inverted.
Other essays for both values were p rin ted in red (Photo Plate VIII) .
Inverted overprints for both values occur, applied not only to stamps·
from the inverted stereo (No. 154) but also to whole sh eets .
These overprinted stamps w ere on sale at Alexandria and Cairo
only.
18. Bisected stamps. 1872. The 1 piastra typograph was unofficially bisected for use at Salo·n ica and Scio.
_1874:75. The 20 para, 1 piastra and 2 piastre are known unofficially bisected : the last two w ere used at Smyrna and Gedda (Photo
Plate II).

.. ...".
t'

1872 20 para . Lit h ograph s. Top 11tamp. Stone A, with split bottom frame
line and generally blurred appearance, the result of printing from the stone
before the design was pro perly fix ed by gumming. Lower stamp. Ston e B , with
botto:n frame line in tact, the res ult of touching up the printing stone. The
whole stamp has a clearer appear a nce compared with stamps from stones
A or X .
(Righ t) 1879. Essays for the surcharge wer e lithographed thus, in red, for
both overprints.

1872. 20 para. Lithograph . In the Tapling collection, showing large stippled area involving EUIE E in the lower la bel, the white line above it and a
portion of the desert sand. The Gilbert r etouch.

:PLATE VIU
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1872. 20 para. Lithographs. Stone X. (1) The Sphinx
and pyramid seen during a snow storm; (2) with frame
line, particularly on the right side, touched up.

1879. 5 paras on 2~ piastre of 1874 (Ceysens collection) .. A similar corner pair of the 10 paras exists in
the l;lame collection. At least one whole sheet of each
valu e must h ave been overprinted inverted. There is no
guide line at the corner of the sheet h er e illustrated.
It is clearly seen on the pair from the 10 paras sheet.

PLATE IX

M. HAGOPIAN
«

PHILATELISTS STORES »
R.C . 411 Le Caire

NEGOCIANT EN TIMBRES-POSTE
Membre P.T.S. 592 S.P.E. 334

VENTE -

ACHAT -

TIMER.ES

ECHANGE

TOUS-PAYS

16, Rue Abdel Khalek Samit -

Le Ca.ire

ler etage, bureau No. 9
(au dessous de la "Societe Philateiique d'Egypte").

c.:..> ':"" ..~.ft.) c.:-· t,;'~.!J
~_J.)~liu ~ ..

---!Y'CJ;i.>. ~~o~~· (i.;__,~,
O 1 U.

<

c>~

M

111

,.,-?'. ~'-""'

ZINCOGRAPHIE SPHINX
2 0. R U E

D 0 U B R E

ATELIER MODERNE ·TRAVAIL SOIGNE
PROMPTITUDE DANS LES LIVRAISONS
R.C . C . 88111

T~L . 514 42

£~ ~/2]£[~
-_
-

- -

__,

NEGOCIANT EN TIMBRE'8-POSTE
GRAND CHOIX de TIMERE'8-POST'E

du MONDE ENTIE'R
EXECUTION DE MANCO-LISTES
4, Rue Emad-El-Dine, Le Caire

MICHEL

NICOL AIZOS

Neg~ofanit

en Timbres-Poste

22, Boulevard Saad Zaghloul -

Alexandrie - Egypte
S.E.P. 907

R.C.A. 36569

ACHAtr -

VENTE -

ECHANGE

R. PERULL O
NEGOOIANT EN TIMBRES-POSTE
R.C.C. 4349

Grand

S.P.E. No. 156
Oho~x

de Timbres-Po.ste d'E gypte, du Soudan

eit du Moyen-Orienit en ·g1eneral

13, Rue Adly Pacha, L e Caire

)3@00£~@~®
de timbres tcheooslovaques et de diifferentsi pays de la
Demoma1tie Populaire conitre des timbres de la
Republique Arabe Unie.
VLADIMIR NOP, Professeur,
Zborovi.ce pres Kromeriz - Tchecoslovaquie
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EGYPT STUDY CIRCLE
STUDY

II.

INTERIM REPORT ON THE ITALIAN POST IN EGYPT

Study entrusted to W. BY AM (E.S.C. No. 3)

--

.

.--

The only Italian Post Office in Egypt was opened at Alexandria on
March lst, 1863, and closed on February lst, 1884. Before 1863 mail
from Egypt to Italy and vice-versa appears to have been carried by the
French service.
This Report is divided into two parts : 1) Postal Markings, and
II) Postal Services.
I.

POSTAL MARKINGS

Classification :Type

Type

I.- Rectangular fram es containing the names of the, various
Steamboat Services.

II.

Typt> III.

I.1

Piroscafi Postali Francesi.

I.2

Piroscafi Postali Italiani.

I.3

Firoscafi Postali Inglesi.

I.4

Firoscafi Postali Austriaci.

Straight line inscriptions without franie.
II .l

Da Alessandria d'Egitto.

II.2

Firoscafi Postali Inglesi (in italics).

Dated Circular Markings.
III.1

Alessandria d'Egitto - Foste Italiane. 24 mm. circle.

III.1.1 As Type II1.l, but with hour below the date.
III .2
III.3

Alessandria d'Egitto - Foste Italiane. 26 mm. circle.
Date in figures. Month in letters.
As Type III.2, but date in figures only.
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POST ALI
ITALIANI

FRANCES I

TYPt

TYPE 1 · 1

I · 2.

DA ALES.SAND RIA D' [GITTO
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II . I.

TYPE

.II ·z.
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Numeral Obliterators .
IV.l

234 in a trun cated r ectangle of square dots.

IV.2

234 in a circular area of h eavy h orizontal bars.

Double circles for special services.
V.1

With annex below containing VAGLIA (= Insured) .

V.2

With annex below containing CONSEGNE
(= Registered).

The status of certain markings cu rrent during the period of the
Italian P.O. at Alexandria h as not yet been determined so they are not
listed here; e.g. RACCOMANDATE, R ECCOMANDATO , FRANCOBOLLO I NSU FFICIENTE, AFFRANCA TURA I NSUFFICENTE, via
BRINDISI.
The Red Sea Maritime Service and similar markings, in use after
the closure of the Consular P.O. at Alexandria, have intentionnally been
omitted.
DETAILED DE SCRIPTION
TYPE I. Rectangular frames containing the names of the v arious
Steamboat Serv ices running between Alexandria and Europe. These
marks appear to have been struck at the Consular P.O. in Alexandria
as they are always in the sa me colou red ink as t h e circular dated mark
(Type III.1. ) with which they are associated on the front of t h e letter.
The ma rk of the French service (Type I.l) came into use before the
Italian P.O . was open ed and is t h en fo und in conjunction with the small
double circle F rench Alexandrie mark (Type III. ), both markings being
in the same ink, which suggests th at they were struck at the same
office and therefore that th e stamp , worded in Italian , and su bsequ ently
u sed at the Italian P .O., was handed to th e French P.O. as soon as it
was prepared and befor e the Italians were in a position to establish
t heir own service under t h e convention in accorda nce with the Law of
August 3rd, 1862, No. 741, Section la, which Italy obtained t he right
to run a maritime postal service between Italy and Egypt.
The earliest example of this usage which we have seen is a letter
in the Danson collection dated F ebruary lOth, 1863. A similar letter
dated May 28th , 1863, both marks struck in black, in the Byam collect ion proves that the Italian stamp for the French packet boat was no t
r eturned to th e Italians as soon as th e Italian P.O. opened . When t h e

no
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Italian adhesive stamps came into use the steamship markings were
often used as obliterators and then were frequently struck on other
parts of the cover as well, but always in conjunction with the circular
dated Italian mark (Type III.I.). The use of this last mark as an obliterator is extremely rare and so far we have not seen an example of this
u sage combined with a steamship marking elsewhere on the cover.
Alberto Diena, however, illustrates such a cover in "Il Corriere Filatelico" for January 31st, 1933-the three Sardi'nian stamps are cancelled
with the circular Alessandria mark dated 10 MAR 63 and the French
Steamship mark is clearly impressed well away from the stamps.
Diena claims that this letter was carried as part of the first Italian mail
(Lettera spedita dall'Ufficio postale italiano di Alessandria d'Egitto, nei
primi giorni dell'instituzione) . The circular dated work is Type III.I.I.
The use of these Steamship marhngs seems to havi:; been discontinued in 1870. Latest dates seen : Type I.I. 19 FEB 68 (Byam).
Type I.2 17 SET 70 (E. Yates)
Tha marks are stamped in black or in blue.
significance of the colouring.

W e do not know the

It should be noted that the first two words of the markings are
in serif capitals while the letters of the third word are sans serif.
Type I.I. PIROSCAFI POST ALI FRANCES I enclosed in a rectangular frame measuring 27 mm. x 16.5 mm.; high (the measurements
of all postal markings are approximate and have been taken from the
centre of each line, except in the case of numerals, which are measured
from their outside margins) . Letters 2.75 mm. high for the first two
words and 3 mm . high for Francesi. Usually seen on covers but was
also occasionally used as an obli terator. Earliest date seen F ebruary
lOth, 1863 (Danson).
Type I.2. PIROSCAFI POST ALI IT ALIANI enclosed in a r ectangular frame measuring 23.75 mm. x 12.25 mm.; Letters 2.25 mm. high
for the first word and 2 mm. high for Postali and Italiani. Frequently
used to obliterate stamps (19 MAG 63, Byam) but usually seen elsewhere on th e covers. Earliest date seen 7 MAG 63 (Hubert Lowe).
Type I.3. PIROSCAFI POST ALI INGLES I. This is an extremely
rare marking. There was a cover in the Yates collection, franked with
Sardinian stamps, cancelled with this marking. We believe this cover
is now in the collection of J. Boulad and we h ope he will supply detailed
measurements of this type for purposes of the E .S.C. Record.
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Type I.4. PIROSCAFI POSTALI AUSTRIACI enclosed in a rectangular frame 27.5 mm. x 17 mm. ; Letters not measured. The cover
bearing the example seen by us was dated 1863 and had passed from
Egypt to Florence. It is hoped that sorrie of our members may possess
copies and that details of the same may be forth coming for our Record.
This marking is undoubtedly a rare one.

TYPE II. -

Straight line inscriptions without fram e.

Type II.l. DA ALESSANDRIA D'EGITTO, in one line; total
length 61 mm. ; initial letters the first D, A and E, 4.5 mm. high; other
letters 3.5 mm. high. Seen used as an obliterator on stamps of Sardinia
(issue of July 1855/ 61), and also elsewhere on covers, with and without
adhesive stamps. Always struck in black. Apparently applied at
ports of arrival : Trieste and Ancona . One example (Byam) is associated with Type I.2. struck in blue as an obliterator, and this difference
in the two inks used may be taken as evidence that Type II.1 was not
applied at Alexandria.
Type II.2. PIROSCAFI POSTALI INGLESI, in italics. The first
two words in one line 50.5 mm. long. Ihglesi 25.0 mm. Initial letters P
and I, 7.0 mm. high ; other letters from 2.0 mm. to 16.0 mm. (the f).
Not known where or when this mark was applied, but it may have come
into use in the Red Sea after the closure of the Consular P .O. Seen
struck in black as obliterator on Egypt 1 P.T. of Dec. 1884 and on 2 mill.
of Jan. 1888, and on G.B. ld. of 1881. Also r eported on stamps of
British India , possibly used from Zanzibar. It is only the fact that this
marking is found on stamps of Egypt that justifies its inclusion here.
TYPE III. - Dated Circnlar Markings.
Type III.1. Alessandria d'Egitto, above ; Poste Italiane below;
serif capitals for th e upper words ; sans serif capitals for those below.
It should be noted that there are no serifs to the I or at the foot of
either T in EGITTO. Diameter of circle 24 mm. Date in centre in
three lines, the month represented by three letters, the year by its two
last figures . The date is not centrall y placed, the space below the year
measuring 5.0 mm. vertically. This marking came into use when the
Italian P.O. was opened in March, 1863. It is found used as an obliterator till the introduction of Type IV.1. in May ' 1866, but this usage is
rare. More often it appeared elsewhere on the front of the cover in conjunction with Type I. on the stamps, and later with Type IV.I. It is
finally seen in conjunction with Type IV.2 .
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A. Dlena illustrates a cover bearing three stamps of Sardinia, issu e
1855/61, cancelled with Type III.1.1. and dated 10 MAR 63, which h e
suggests is the day the first Italian mail departed from Alexandria.
He states 234 (Type IV.1. ) came into use as an obliterator in May 1866.
The latest date we have seen Type III .1. used as an obliterator is
3 APR 66 (Danson ) ; and elsewh ere on the cover 31 DIC 78 (Byam ), the
stamps are ca·n celled with type IV.2. Struck in blue and in black but
always in the same ink as the cancellation on the stamps.
Type III.1.1. Similar to Type III.1. but with the space below the
y ear date containing a numeral or numerals and a letter-eith er M or S
(10 M; 12 M; 2 S )-possibly indicating t h e hour. This marking has
only been seen used in 1863 and it is therefore probably the original
form of this stamp. The omission of the hour would account for the
unbalanced appearance of Type III.1.
Type III.2. W ording as Type III.1. but wi th Posta Italiana in
brackets below. Diameter of circle 26 mm. Day and year in figures ;
month in letter s. Not found in use as an obliterator. Seen only on
covers in conjunction with Type IV.2. on the stamps. Always struck
in black. Earliest date seen 24 SET 80 (H. Lowe). Presumably continued in use till 1884.
Type III.3.
22

Similar to Type III.2. but with t he date in two lines,

82 and circle 26.5 mm. diameter.
thus 4
seem to have used concu rre·n tly .
TYPE IV . -

Types III .2. and III.3.

Numeral Obliterators.

Type IV.1. 234, in a truncated rectangle of squ are dots, placed
diagonally, which decr ease in size towards the central open space containing the numerals. Dotted area measures 24.0 mm. x 19.5 mm. ;
the figures 5.5 mm. high. Used only as an obliterator of Italian stamps.
Always struck i11 black. Ea rliest date seen 27 LUG 66 (Hinde) though
E. Diena states this marking came in to use in May 1866. Latest date
seen 14 GEN 77 (Hinde) which may prove that it r emained in use concurrently with Type IV.2. (Dr. Diena's date for the appearance of the
latter obliterator is F eb. 1876). All covers which we have seen dated
bear Type IV.1.
Type IV.2. 234 in a circular area of h eavy horizontal bars, four
above and four below, measu r ing 24.0 mm. to 25. 0 mm . in diameter;
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th e numerals are 5.5 mm. high. Used only as an obliterator of Italian
stamps. Always struck in black. Earliest date seen 24.9.80 (Hubert
Lowe), though Dr. Diena states this type came into use in February
1876. W e have seen it u sed in conjunction with Type III.l. (31 DIC
78) Byam, but usually it is seen with Type III.2. or Type III.3. It
remained in use till the Italian P.O. was closed in 1884.
TYPE V. - Double Circles for Special Services. ALESSANDRIA
D'EGITTO above; POSTE ITAL. below, all words in serif capitals, with
small stars on either side-between concentric circles. Outer circle
22 .5 mm. Inner circle 13.5 mm. Date in centre. The outer circle is
broken below to accommodate an annex enclosing the word which
indicates the special service for which the special marking was u sed.
Always struck in black.
Type V. l. VAGL IA in annex (= Insured). Seen on a pair of the
10 cent. of 1863 ; dated 10 MAR 68. These stamps appear to have been
on a postal form. This marking must be very rare.
Type V.2. CONSEGNE in annex (= Registered). Struck on the
body of covers and not seen in use as an obliterator. Examples seen:
(a) 2 APR 70 from Cairo to Pesaro, bearing Egypt 1 P.T. and 2 P.T.
of 1867 and three copies of Italy 40 cent. of 1863 ; cover also marked
RACCOMANDA TE and RACCOMANDA TO in frames m easuring 50.0
mm. and 32.5 mm. respectively (Byam) . (b) 23 FEB 73 from Alexandria to Livorno bearing Italy 40 cent. of 1863 obliterated with Type IV.l.
Type V.1. is the only other postal marking on the front of the cover
(Danscm). (c) A cover ex E. E. Yates's collection bearing two copies
Italy 2 lire cancelled Type IV.l. and elsewhere Type V.2. (Hinde).
(Will t he present owner please supply the date on this magnificent
cover).

II.

POST AL SERVICES

Though there was only one Italian P.O. in Egypt, Italian stamps
were on sale in Gairo as well as at Alexandria, a·nct were sometimes
applied to letters at the former place : they had no franking power till
they reached Alexandria. This fact is proved by several covers we
have seen on which the Italian stamps are tied by the Cairo Egyptian
Governme·n t postmark u sed to cancel the stamps of Egypt which
franked the letter to the coast. From March 1863, when the Italian
P .O. came into being, till April 1865 internal postage was represented
by the mark of the Posta Europea and several good covers have been
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inspected bearing these marks in conjunction with the stamps of Sardinia and of Italy. Letters in 1863 appear frequently to have been
passed without prepayment and are then marked in manuscript with
the amount to be collected from the recipient. The stamps of Sardinia
(July 1855-61) were available from the opening of the P .O. at Alexandria and remained in use throughout 1863 ; 10, 20, 40, 80 cent. have all
been seen in various shades.
It is not known when the Italian stamps of December, 1863, reached Egypt as we have seen no covers of December, 1863, or January and
February, 1864. They were certainly in use by March, 1864 (Byam) .
The Italian 15 cent. of February, 1863, was in use by 19 MAG 63 (Byam)
and Danson has a good cover bearing a strip of four dated 19 GIU 63.
Stamps of the Estero series (1874) have been seen used from Alexandria as early as 2 GIU 74 (E. S. C. Exchange packE:t) and the issue
of 1881 continued in use till the office closed. The two lire of 1874 is
rare and forged postmarks have been seen. The two lire of 1861 was
never taken into use. None of the varieties listed (S .G. 813 to 821) has
so far been recorded as having been u sed in Egypt.
Postage Due stamps of Italy (1870 and later) were in use at Alexandria but it is to be regretted that no list of these has yet been
compiled.
It is hoped at a later date to produce a more exact list of the above
stamps, with earliest and latest dates recorded.
That there must have been agreements between the Italian and
other Governments before the formation of the Universal Postal Union
on July lst, 1875, seems obvious as we have seen letters of an earlier
date carried by the Italian mail from Egypt to Great Britain, Switzerland and Italy franked by Egyptian stamps alone. Also letters to Germany from Egypt franked by Italian stamps. All letters to Switzerland
were apparently carried by the Italian mail, there being no Swiss P.O.
in Egypt. The e'a rliest ·examples of such mail seen by the Circle are :
1.

A cover from Cairo to Florence dated 19 DEC 68, hand stamped Franca and bearing Egyptian stamps 20 para, 1 P.T. of
2 P.T. of 1867 (Byam);

2.

A cover from Cairo to Italy dated 2 SET 1870 (Byam), but
marked Affrancatura insufficiente and bearing an Italian 40
cent. Postage Due in addition to the two Egyptian stamps20 para and 2 P.T. of 1867.
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Italian stamps apparently could be used to frank letters from
Alexandria to England before the formation of the U.P .U. A cover was
sold by Plumbridge (Sale No. 1075) sent from Alexandria to London,
dated 19 MAG 67, appears to have been fully franked by Italian stamps
-total value 1 lire 60 cent. Stamps obliterated Type IV.l, also marked
with the London Circular PAID on the cover.
'I'wo similar covers in the collection of W. C. Hinde are dated
18 GEN 68 and 19 MAR 68 and were sent from Alexandria to Manchester. Both bear Italia·n stamps on one, which .are obliterated 234
(Type IV.1). Both covers are postmarked with the Italian Types I and
III, also the letters PD and the London circular PAID marks in red.
The postage paid on each is 80 cent. On one cover what appears to be
20 c.n. manuscript has been added which may indicate that the franking power of the stamp was incomplete. A third cover, also in the
Hinde collection, dated 13 APR 67, sent from Alexandria to London, is
franked with Italian stamps to the value of 1 lira 40 cent. but without
the P.D. mark ; it iG stamped FRANCOBOLLO INSUFFICENTE and
with the British circular MORE TO PAY. The cover is marked 1/ 6 in
manuscript but this is not evidence that sufficient Italian stamps would
not have carried the letter to its destination.
,

Postal Rates for the carriage of mail by the Italian post, to and fro
between Egypt and Europe, are difficult to determine in the absence
of documentary evidence but covers we have seen suggest the following:
( 1) Single letter rate 60 cent. ; double letter 1 lire 20 cent. from
the opening of the office till some time in 1868 when it was
reduced to 40 cent. for single letters. Towards the end of the
existence of the Italian P.O. the rate appears to have been
20 cent.
(~)

Printed matter only was carried for 10 cent. in 1867 and for
5 cent. by 1869.

(3) Greeting cards in open envelopes were charged 2 cent. in 1878
and possibly earlier.
(4) Registered letters, including postage, cost 1 lire 20 cent. in
1870 and 50 cent. in 1882.

Combination Covers are usual till the formation of the U.P.U.
Posta Europea franks Types V and VI in conjunction with stamps of
Sardinia (1855 / 61) a·nct Italy (1863) have been seen. Stamps of the
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first three issues of Egypt in combination with stamps of Italy are
fairly common. Stamps of Great Britain in conjunction with Italian
stamps of the Estero issue occur on letters from the British P.O. at
Beyrout passing through Alexandria to Europe. One such cover in the
Byam collection reached Hamburg on 18.6.75 and was carried from
Egypt to Germany for 55 cent. The date of departure from Beyrout
was 3.6.75, so that transit occurred in 16 days .
As late as 1876, after the formation of the U.P.U., letters can be
seen bearing stamps of both Egypt and Italy ; these are correspondence
which has been redirected, the charge being 1 P.T. for carrying the
letter from the Italian P.O. to the Egyptian town of destination.
(I fully realise that this Report is incomplete and that it has many
shortcomi·n gs, but I trust it will stimulate m embers of the Circle to
continue this Study. I shall be grateful for help which will enable me
to produce a more satisfactory Second Interim Report).
W. BYAM.
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ANTOINE N. SFAKIANOS
"THE EGYPTIAN STAMP MARKET"
52, Rue Abdel Khalek Sa.roit, OAIRO
P.O. Box 837 -

R.C.C. No 83772

POSTAGE STAMPS FOR COLLECTION

WHOLESALE ONLY

KINDLY APPLY FOR MY
WHOLESALE PRICE LIST
SPECIAL SERVICE FOR NEW ISSUES
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BOND STREET AUCTIONS
JULY 11, 12

INTER NATIONAL STAMP
JULY 9th to 16th

r:=ONDON

I
I

I

NO SALES
EXHIBIT ION -

i
I

W e cordia ll y invite old and n ew fri ends to visit u s a t

STAND No. 21
wh ere a choice display of rarities from fo r thc·om in g sales is on
view . Also d isplayed is a s election from the m a n y attractive
Private T r eaty Offer s, f ully described a nd illus trated in the Br ochure obtainab le on r equest. Illustrated A uction catalogu es can
also be had, a lso v a r io us H.R. H armer Publications. Senior me:rnb er s of the sta ff w ill be in attendence an-d will b e g lad to help
and advise you.
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II

JU LY 18, 19
SEASON'S CLOSI~G SALE - CHOICE BRl'flS H COMMONWEAL'rH a nd
FOREIGN. FIRST DAY opens w ith a par ticularly f ine range (over 50
lots) of "Collections and Vario us" f ollowed by cou ntr ies Aden to Great
Brita in . GREA'.l' BRYl'AIN is well repr esen ted an d there are a lso good
sections ·Of Canada, Cape of Good Hope, F rance, etc. A f u rther fin e section (50 lots ) of Collections, etc., offered intact opens the SECOND DAY,
fo llowed by count ries Greece to Western Austra lia w ith H ong Ko-n g,
Italian States, New Zeala nd, St. Helena, etc. promin en t .
Illus trated Catalogue 1/ -

HM R. HARMER LTD.
International Stamp Auctioneers

41, NEW BOND STREET
LONDON, W. 1
Cables
"Phistamse~ London"
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